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Abstract

The tendency to build light and high-speed rotors, to achieve a

high performance of the machine, has as consequence a possible

interaction between the rotor and its stator.

During this interaction, the friction between the rotor and its

stator, and the high energy of the former, can produce very com¬

plicated dynamical behaviour. During contact, the high energy of

the rotor, which is dissipated by the frictional force, can severely

damage both parts. Contact between a high-speed rotor and a sta¬

tionary second body can arise in different types of machines.

This form of interaction occurs in high speed rotors, supported by

active magnetic bearings (AMB), when the magnetic bearing fails.

The rotor then makes contact with a mechanical retainer bearing.

The understanding of the dynamics of rotors in retainer bearings,
i.e. the forces, energy losses and the effect of parameters such as

coefficient of friction on each phase of motion, is imperative to assure

the safety of the magnetic bearing system. Retainer bearings are

therefore a central safety component of an AMB.

The contact between a rotor and its housing is observed also in

turbomachinery. The thermodynamic efficiency of the rotating ma¬

chinery is strongly dependent upon the smallness of the clearances

between the rotor and stator. However, reduction of the clearance

may lead to severe implications for mechanical integrity. Instabili¬

ties may occur, either of the whole rotor casing system or the dy¬

namically flexible components, due either to coupling through the



working fluid or rubbing due to contacts. The result of such a rub

contact can be a reverse whirl of the rotor, as well as synchronous
motion and chaotic motion.

The aim of this work is to understand and to measure the contact

dynamics, primarily the rotor motion during the first impacts and

the onset of contact-induced vibration.

The first goal of this work is developed from an interest in the

understanding of retainer bearing performance. The aim is to un¬

derstand the dynamics of a rotor sliding and tumbling in retainer

bearings, and to identify the effect of parameters on the motion,

force and energy dissipation.
In order to investigate the consequences of potential contacts,

one of the key aspects is the realistic modelling of the contact itself.

Most of the investigations are based on simplified assumptions about

the geometry of the contact or even about the resulting rotor motion

to explain certain rotor vibrations. The papers concentrate on the

stationary aspects of the contact-excited rotor vibrations, and there

is a lack of the contact models to describe the initialisation phase or

the onset of the rotor vibrations. The applied contact models do not

take into account the actual finite time of the impact during which

the rubbing forces can influence the rotor in a truly unfavorable

way.

The second goal, therefore, is to verify the contact model. The

main objective is to measure contact dynamics, primarily the first

contact and the onset of the induced vibration. The reason for the

theoretical deficiency, is probably the lack of detailed measurement

data on the rotor-stator contacts which allow us to establish a more

precise contact model.

To verify the contact models, an experimental apparatus was

built, especially designed to generate and measure initial contacts

and subsequent rotor whirls. It consists of a rotor, that is suspended
with no contact by using magnetic bearings. By suitably actuating
these magnetic bearings any kind of contact can be initiated at a

specially instrumented, elastically suspended ring. The touch down



and subsequently developing rotor dynamics can be measured. The

data include contact forces, displacements, the time period during
which there is contact between the ring and the rotor and the rotor's

velocity. During experiment, different kinds of stator's materials

was tested.

All of the experiments have been done with a horizontally as¬

sembled system. For the case when the rotor entered into whirl

motion, it was always a cylindrical motion. The measurements of

the contact interaction between the steel rotor and its stator show

that the whirl velocity increases until it locks to the first coupled

eigenfrequency of the rotor, and it usually increases only slightly
from then on before, finally braking down as a consequence of its

energy dissipation. The energy transfer between the rotor/stator
during the whirl motion; the forces and the parameters such as the

coefficient of friction, have been estimated.

The results of measuring the contact force, to verify the con¬

tact model, show that the measurement principle gives reasonable

results. Based on the measured contact force, and contact time dur¬

ing the impact, the parameters of a chosen nonlinear contact model

have been determined.



Kurzfassung

Die Entwicklung, hohe Wirkungsgrade von Anlagen mit leichten

und schnelldrehenden Rotoren zu erreichen, hat ein mogliches An-

streifen des Rotors am Gehause zur Folge.
Die wahrend dieses Kontakts auftretende Reibung zwischen Ro¬

tor und Stator und die hohe gespeicherte Energie konnen ein sehr

komplexes dynamisches Verhalten des Rotors hervorrufen. Wahrend

des Kontakts kann die durch Reibung dissipierte hohe kinetische

Energie des Rotors zu ernsten Beschadigungen an beiden Teilen

fiihren. Kontakte zwischen Hochgeschwindigkeitsrotoren und still-

stehenden Bauteilen konnen in verschiedenen Maschinentypen auf-

treten.

Diese Art von Kontakten tritt bei in aktiven magnetischen Lagern

(AMB) laufenden Rotoren auf, falls es zu einem Versagen des Mag-

netlagers kommt. Dann trifft der Rotor auf ein mechanisches Not¬

lauflager. Um die Sicherheit des Magnetlagersystems zu gewahrleis-

ten, bedarf es des Verstandnisses der Dynamik des Rotors in Not-

lauflagern, d.h. der Kenntnis der Krafte, Verlustenergien und der

Einfliisse von Parametern wie dem Reibkoeffizienten auf jede Bewe-

gungsphase. Notlauflager sind ein zentrales Sicherheitsbauteil eines

Magnetlagersystems.
Kontakte zwischen Rotor und Gehause treten auch in Turbo-

maschinen auf. Der thermische Wirkungsgrad rotierender Maschi-

nen hangt stark von der Weite der Dichtspalte zwischen Rotor

und Stator ab. Jedoch kann die Verkleinerung dieser Spalte zu



schwerwiegenden Folgen fur die mechanische Unversehrtheit der An-

lage fiihren. Dabei konnen Instabilitaten des gesamten Systems
von Rotor und Gehause oder der dynamisch flexiblen Komponeten

auftreten, die auf Kopplungen entweder durch das Arbeitsmedium

oder auf Reibung bei mechanischen Kontakten zuriickzufuhren sind.

Resultat eines solchen Reibkontakts kann Riickwartswirbeln sowie

synchrone oder chaotische Bewegung des Rotors sein.

Das Hauptanliegen dieser Arbeit ist es, die Kontaktdynamik -

und dabei primar die Bewegung des Rotors wahrend der ersten

Stosse und den Beginn der durch den Kontakt ausgelosten Schwin-

gung - zu verstehen und messtechnisch zu erfassen.

Das erste Ziel dieser Arbeit entspringt dem Wunsch nach Ver-

standnis der Leistungsfahigkeit des Notlauflagers. Die Bewegung
eines Rotors, der sich im Notlauflager hin- und herbewegt soil ver-

standen und der Einfluss der Parameter auf Bewegungsform, Krafte

und Verlustleistungen identifiziert werden.

Eine Schlusselfrage zur Untersuchung der Folgen potentieller Kon¬

takte ist die realistische Modellierung des Kontakts selbst. Die

meisten bisherigen Untersuchungen gehen von vereinfachten Annan-

men liber die Geometrie des Kontakts oder sogar iiber die resul-

tierende Rotorbewegung aus, urn gewisse Schwingungsformen des

Rotors zu erklaren. Diese Veroffentlichungen konzentrieren sich

auf die stationaren Aspekte der durch den Kontakt erregten Ro-

torschwingungen, es besteht jedoch ein Mangel an Kontaktmodellen

zur Beschreibung des Beginns und der Frtihphase der Rotorbewe¬

gung. Die bisherigen Kontaktmodelle beriicksichtigen ebenfalls nicht

die endliche Zeitspanne des Aufpralls, wahrend der die Reibkrafte

den Rotor ausgesprochen nachteilig beeinflussen konnen.

Das zweite Ziel ist deshalb die Verifizierung des Kontaktmo-

dells. Dazu soil besonders die Kontaktdynamik gemessen werden,

hauptsachlich der erste Stoss und der Beginn der ausgelosten Schwin-

gung. Grund fur das Fehlen einer geschlossenen Theorie ist vermut-

lich der Mangel an ausfiihrlichen Messdaten zu Rotor-Stator Kon¬

takten, die es erlaubten, ein genaueres Kontaktmodell aufzustellen.



Um die Kontaktmodelle zu iiberpriifen, wurde ein Versuchsstand

aufgebaut, der speziell dazu ausgelegt wurde, Anfangskontakte und

daraus folgende Whirlbewegungen des Rotors herbeizufiihren und

zu messen. Er besteht hauptsachlich aus einem beriihrungsfrei mag-
netisch gelagerten Rotor. Durch geeignete Ansteuerung des Mag-

netlagers konnen verschiedene Arten von Kontakt mit einem speziell
instrumentierten elastisch aufgehangten Ring hervorgerufen wer¬

den. Der Absturz und die in der Folge sich entwickelnde Rotorbewe-

gung konnen gemessen werden. Die Messdaten umfassen die Kon-

taktkrafte, die Auslenkungen, die Zeitdauer, wahrend der Kontakt

zwischen dem Ring und dem Rotor besteht sowie die Geschwindig-
keit der Rotors. Im Laufe der Experimente wurden verschiedene

Statormaterialien untersucht.

Alle Versuche zum Verhalten von Fanglagern wurden mit einem

horizontalen System durchgefiihrt. In den Fallen, in denen der

Rotor eine Whirlbewegung ausfiihrte, handelte es sich durchweg
um eine zylindrische Bewegungsform. Die Messungenen zum Kon-

taktverhalten des Stahl-Rotors und seines Stators zeigen, dass die

Wirbelgeschwindigkeit ansteigt, bis sie bei der ersten gekoppelten

Frequenz von Rotor und Stator stecken bleibt; von dort aus steigt
sie iiblicherweise nur noch leicht an, bis sie schliesslich als Folge der

dissipierten Energie zusammenbricht. Der Energietransfer zwischen

Rotor und Stator wahrend der Wirbelbewegung, die Krafte sowie

Parameter wie etwa der Reibkoefnzient wurden identifiziert.

Die Ergebnisse der Messung der Kontaktkraft, die zur Bestati-

gung des Kontaktmodells herangezogen wurden, zeigen, dass das

Messprinzip in der Tat anwendbar ist. Auf der Grundlage der

gemessenen Kontaktkraft wahrend des Stosses und dessen Dauer

wurden die Parameter eines ausgewahlten nichtlinearen Kontakt¬

modells bestimmt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem

The tendency to build light and high-speed rotors, to achieve a

high performance of the machine, has as consequence a possible
interaction between the rotor and its stator.

During this interaction, the friction between the rotor and its

stator, and the high energy of the former, can produce very com¬

plicated dynamical behaviour. During contact the high energy of

the rotor, which is dissipated by the frictional force, can severely
damage both parts. Contact between a high-speed rotor and a sta¬

tionary second body can arise in different types of machines.

This form of interaction occurs in high speed rotors, supported by
active magnetic bearings (AMB), when the magnetic bearing fails.

The rotor then makes contact with a mechanical retainer bearing.
After a failure of a magnetic bearing, the touch down can be char¬

acterised by four distinct phases of motion. These are: free fall,

impact, sliding and eventually rolling [SZCZ 89], as shown in fig¬
ure 1.1. In this touch-down process, the rotor can make permanent
contact with the stator and there is a general understanding that

it can undergo continuous cylindrical or conical motion [FUFE 92].
The understanding of the dynamics of rotors in retainer bearings,
i.e. the forces, energy losses and the effect of parameters such as

coefficient of friction on each phase of motion, is imperative to as¬

sure the safety of the magnetic bearing system. Retainer bearings
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are therefore a central safety component of an AMB.

Figure 1.1: Phases of motion

The contact between a rotor and its housing is observed also in

turbomachinery. This dissertation is part of BRITE EURAM 5463

ROSTADYN project, Modelling of rotor/stator interaction dynam¬

ics for the design of high performance rotating machines. Rostadyn
is a project, which aims to provide European manufacturers of ro¬

tating machinery with design methods to build vibration resistant

machines of the highest efficiency. This research is being carried out

because the thermodynamic efficiency of machinery with rotating

parts is strongly dependent upon the very small clearances between

the rotor and its casing. In the case of steam and gas turbines,
considerable fuel savings can be achieved if these radial clearances

are reduced.

However, reduction of the clearance may lead to severe implica¬
tions for mechanical integrity. Instabilities may occur, either of the

whole rotor casing system or the dynamically flexible components,

due either to coupling through the working fluid or rubbing due to

contacts. The result of a such rub contact can be a reverse whirl of

the rotor, as well synchronous motion and chaotic motion.
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The basic mechanics of the local forces and displacements gener¬

ated during contact are yet to be understood. A contact event will

totally change the behaviour of the rotor.

In fact, in all problems mentioned above, a contact model for de¬

scribing the contact force during impact, and the physical meaning
of the parameters which describe a dynamical model to the problem,

are in some way related.

The aim of this work is to understand the performance of the

retainer, and to measure the contact dynamics, primarily the rotor

motion during the first impacts and the onset of contact-induced

vibration. In order to give a basis to the dynamical analysis which

we have carried out and to verify the results, an experimental ap¬

paratus has been built.

1.2 Literature Survey

The interaction between a rotor and a stationary object has been

analysed by several authors. Because of the importance of the cor¬

related phenomena and the fact that only a few of the models used

in the analysis are validated, only some publications are of interest

for this work. A good survey of the work published on interaction

dynamics can be found in Muszynska [MUSZ 89] or in the recent

thesis of Isakson [ISAK 90].
Friction during contact between two surfaces with non zero rel¬

ative velocities plays a central role in the dynamics. It can produce
self-excited rubbing vibrations, which was described by Den Hartog

[HART 56].
We mention examples of existing studies of the interaction be¬

tween high speed rotors supported at both ends and its housing.

[BLCK 68] examined the resonance vibrations in an elastic rotor

surrounded by an annular clearance. In his model the rotor and sta¬

tor represent two degrees of freedom. The whirl motion of the rotor,

and the stator motion are investigated. For different frequencies a

coupled motion between rotor and stator can result. In [MUSZ 84]
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a simple mathematical model demonstrates the synchronous and

asynchronous motions of the rotor. Experimental results, mainly
the appearance of subharmonic vibrations is reported. In [VARA
94] a basic mechanical model of the system consisting of a puck and

a rigid circular boundary is modelled. He shows how the global dy¬
namics can be understood and visualised in the phase space. Recent

experiments have been carried out by [LING 90]. He shows that vi¬

brations of the rotor and stator system lead to a superposition of

slip effects so that the whirl frequency stays constant in spite of an

increase in the shaft speed.

[SZCZ 89] examined the dynamics of a hanging high-speed gyro-

pendulum touching a rigid boundary. He considered impact, rub¬

bing and rolling during contact and in his model he included the

effects of the gyroscopic forces. The equations of motion have been

solved analytically and numerically. To understand the dynamical
behaviour of the rotor, chaos theory has been analysed. The author

mentions a construction of an experiment, but experimental results

have not been described in detail.

Recently, various studies have been performed to gain an under¬

standing of the dynamics of high speed rotors in retainer bearings.

[DELL 88] first carried out experiments with a coolant gas circula¬

tor prototype, where a rotor weighing up to several tons contacts a

large retainer bearings. [ISHI 91] analysed the influence of support

damping of the retainer bearings in AMB systems and determined

the optimum support damping necessary to minimise the rotor's

response and the contact force by applying transient response tech¬

niques to the nonlinear model. [SCHM 92] investigated theoretically
and experimentally the vibrational behaviour of a rotor in retainer

bearings. He showed numerically the influence of damping, the

friction coefficient and the moment of inertia of the inner race on

the whirling motion of the rotor. [KIRK 94] has built a horizontal

experimental platform with a very heavy rotor. With this exper¬

imental apparatus, the performance of different retainer bearings
and the influence of rotor imbalance on whirling motion has been

6



demonstrated [SWAN 95].
The interest in this topic of contact dynamic has increased, and

there are numerous results in this field. However, an understanding
of forces and the energy dissipation on different phases of motions

are still desirable.

1.3 Goal of this Thesis

The first goal of this work was developed from an interest in the

understanding of retainer bearing performance. The aim is to un¬

derstand the dynamics of a rotor sliding and tumbling in retainer

bearings, and to identify the effect of parameters on the motion,

force and energy dissipation. This project, therefore, aims at gain¬

ing an understanding for improving future retainer bearing design.

In order to investigate the consequences of potential contacts,

one of the key aspects is the realistic modelling of the contact itself.

Most of the investigations are based on simplified assumptions about

the geometry of the contact or even about the resulting rotor motion

to explain certain rotor vibrations. The papers concentrate on the

stationary aspects of the contact-excited rotor vibrations, and there

is a lack of the contact models to describe the initialisation phase or

the onset of the rotor vibrations. The applied contact models do not

take into account the actual finite time of the impact during which

the rubbing forces can influence the rotor in a truly unfavorable

way.

The second goal, therefore, is to verify the contact model. The

main objective is to measure contact dynamics, primarily the first

contact and the onset of the induced vibration. The reason for the

theoretical deficiency, is probably the lack of detailed measurement

data on the rotor-stator contacts which allow us to establish a more

precise contact model.

To measure the first sequence of impacts, a force sensing device

will be developed. A very important parameter which is related to

our contact model and gives more information about the contact
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force is the time duration of contact between the rotor and stator.

The contact-time is therefore to be measured.

An experimental apparatus is to be built, especially designed to

generate and measure initial contacts and subsequent rotor whirls.

It consists of a rotor, that is suspended with no contact by using

magnetic bearings. By suitably actuating these magnetic bearings

any kind of contact can be initiated at a specially instrumented,

elastically suspended ring. The touch down and subsequently devel¬

oping rotor dynamics can be measured. The data includes contact

forces, displacements, the time period during which there is contact

between the ring and the rotor and the rotor's velocity. During

experiment, different kinds of materials will be tested.

1.4 Structure of this Thesis

This thesis is split into two parts: the dynamical analysis of ro¬

tors in retainer bearings and measurement analysis confirming the

analytical results of the interaction dynamics.
In chapter 2 we discuss the functional principle of magnetic bear¬

ing assemblies, and the requirements of retainer bearings.
In chapter 3 we explain the different hypothetical motions, such

as cylindrical and conical motions, and examine these possible mo¬

tions as a limiting case for determining the loads on the bearings.
In chapter 4 we assume that a cylindrical motion exists and is

stable. Based on these assumptions, a planar model is appropriate

to explain the dynamical behaviour of a cylindrical mode [FUFE
92]. In order to understand the effects of the parameters, analytical
and numerical solutions are found. Equations for the forces and

energy losses are also derived. These are of vital importance in the

design and material choice of the retainer bearings. Further, the

equations of free fall and impact are implemented with a planar
model. A contact model to define the contact forces is derived.

It consists of a nonlinear spring damper, taking into account the

energy loss during impact, and accommodating physical constraints

8



in the initial and the end phase of the impact.

Chapter 5 explains the design of the test rig. It consists of a rotor

suspended in contact free magnetic bearings. The main objective
of the test rig is to measure the contact dynamics, i.e.: primarily
the rotor motion during the first impacts and the onset of contact

induced vibration.

In chapter 6 the measurement concepts for the interaction are dis¬

cussed. The development of a force sensor device will be explained
in detail. The measured data include contact forces, displacements,
contact time, temperature of the ring as well as the rotor's motion.

In chapter 7 the measurement analysis of rotor's motions, forces

and energy losses for different materials and initial conditions of

the rotor is shown. First, results of the interaction between a rotor

and a rigid ring will be presented. The rings are made of differ¬

ent materials: graphite, beryllium bronze and bronze. Then, the

dynamic behaviour using ball bearings is presented. Finally, the

measurements of the contact force are shown and the parameters of

the contact model estimated. The physical meaning of the results

are discussed.

Chapter 8 discusses possible future research in this field.
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Chapter 2

Safety Aspects of Retainer

Bearings

2.1 Functional Principle of Magnetic Bearings

Magnetic bearings provide the suspension of bodies without me¬

chanical contact. The functional principle of an active magnetic

bearing (AMB) is shown in figure 2.1. A survey and details are

given in [SCHW 94].

r-
Retainer

1 Magnetic

Bearings-,
- Bearings 1

B*l ||Akgap
t

u n af H £3

r- Sensor '

•- Control —£>^ Amplifier

Figure 2.1: A magnetic bearing assembly

In order that the rotor remains in stable suspension, it is nec¬

essary to implement the position measurement and controller into

the electromechanical system. Sensors measure the displacements
of the rotor. These signals are fed into a controller. The output of
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the controller is amplified by several power amplifiers. In the bear¬

ing coils, the electric current determines the forces that are exerted

on the rotor.

Some unique features can be achieved with this technology. They
allow a wide range of applications in several new fields such as

turbomachinery, machine tool spindles or electrical drives.

A promising field of application for AMB's are magnetically levi¬

tated flywheels for energy storage [AHRE 96]. One such system has

been developed at the mechatronics group, ETH. The machine has

an energy content of 1.0 kWh and a power of 250 kW. As the rotor

must be driven under vacuum conditions it is not possible to use

lubricated bearings. The maximum energy stored is 3.6 106 J. This

equals the kinetic energy of a truck with a mass of 10 t running
with a velocity of about 100 km/h.

For all of these high-speed rotor applications, where the system
has a very high energy, a central question arises: What happens
when the AMB system fails?

After a failure of the system, the rotor makes contact with the

mechanical retainer bearings (Figure 2.1). A retainer bearing is a

mechanical component that prevents the rotor from touching sensi¬

tive parts such as the sensors or the magnetic coils.

During this interaction between a rotor and a retainer bearing,
different issues need to be addressed:

- What kinds of motion could result?

- What forces arise from the contact? How is the high energy of

the rotor dissipated during each phase of the motion?

- What is the best mechanical design, and what kind of material

should be used for the stator?

- How safe is the system with respect to vital AMB parts and

the environment?

For different applications and assemblies, different requirements

concerning the reliability and safety should be taken into account

11



[DIEZ 94]. In applications such as flywheels or textile machines, the

safety of the rotor and bearings are of prime importance. In other

fields such as the satellite industry, the reliability is a more crucial

issue than the safety.

2.2 Retainer Bearing Design

Retainer bearings are also referred to in the literature as auxiliary,

touchdown, backup, and safety bearings. The clearance between

the rotor and the retainer bearing is about half of the magnetic

bearing's air gap.

At present, ball bearings are the most frequently utilised mechan¬

ical component to retain a rotor after a drop. Some very interesting
fundamental work on ball bearings has been carried out by Harris

[HARR 91]. For a milling spindle [SIEG 90], special ceramic ball

bearings have been used as retainer bearings.
It is assumed that it is helpful, in order to bring rotor quickly to

the bottom of the retainer bearing, by damping the impact vibra¬

tion, to place a ribbon ring between the outer ring of the bearing
and the housing. This helps dissipate the impact energy of the

rotor rapidly [SCHM 92]. More recently, retainer bearings made

of rigid rings have been tested in different experimental apparatus,

and most of our analysis on rotor-dynamics concentrates on the

understanding of their performance.
Desired quantities such as low contact friction, high damping,

good heat conduction and low wear influence the choice of material

for these bearings.

2.3 Necessary Safety Requirements

Primarily the task of retainer bearings is to avoid contact between

the rotor and the magnetic bearing assembly. They must prevent

the destruction of the system after a possible active magnetic bear¬

ing failure, as well as damage during maintenance. The retainer

12



bearings should withstand several failures of the system. Wear on

the materials is therefore an important factor in the design. After

wear has occurred they should be easily replaceable.

13



Chapter 3

Modelling of a Rotor Motion

3.1 Cylindrical and Conical Motion

After the failure of a magnetic bearing, the touch down process can

be characterised by four distinct phases of motion: free fall, impact,

sliding and eventually rolling.

Assuming that the impact phase has settled out, the rotor then

makes permanent contact with the stator. The transition to per¬

manent contact is characterised by highly nonlinear dynamics with

potentially chaotic motion [SZCZ 89].
When considering a rigid rotor in a rigid bearing, there is a gen¬

eral understanding that during permanent contact, the rotor per¬

forms a continuous cylindrical or conical motion (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Hypothetical Motions

We should distinguish between both modes of motion: cylindri¬
cal and conical motion for a horizontal or a vertical assembly. In

14



the following, only horizontal assemblies are examined. For a hori¬

zontal assembly, there are two possible kinds of cylindrical motion.

One possibility is that the rotor stays at or near the bottom of

the bearing and then performs cylindrical motion, approaching the

oscillatory behaviour of a pendulum. The second scenario occurs

when, during permanent contact, the rotor travels around the bear¬

ing and establishes a cylindrical whirl motion. In the case of the

horizontal assembly, the whirl motion can also be conical.

In the vertical or horizontal geometry, conical or a cylindrical
motion can be idealised as a limiting case for the estimation of the

maximal force. They therefore represent the "worst case".

Due to the air gap between the rotor and its stator, a high cen¬

trifugal force results during cylindrical or conical motion. During
conical motion the forces are dependent on the rotational inertias

of the rotor.

It is also of interest to know whether these modes exist and are

stable. Feeny [FEEN 94] developed the equations of motion for a

perfectly balanced rotor in contact with retainer bearing for nearly
conical and cylindrical motion, and a local analysis of these configu¬
rations was performed. The existence of these modes in a horizontal

assembly will be shown with our experimental results.

In order to consider the safety aspects in retainer bearings how¬

ever, we assume that these modes exist and estimate the corre¬

sponding forces as a worst case scenario.

3.2 Loads

In the following section we discuss the loads during cylindrical and

conical motions. It is possible that the rotor undergoes neither

cylindrical nor conical motion. Instead, the dynamics may dance

around one mode or the other, or even between them. Certainly the

motion will at times be nearby cylindrical motion, or nearby conical

motion. At such instances, the normal load estimates are valid.

From [FEEN 94] and [FUFE 92] we obtained the loads for the
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worst case In order to calculate this worst case force, a coordinate

system for conical or cylindrical motion should be described The

coordinate system is shown m figure 3 2 The system is assumed to

have no translation in the axial direction The coordinate Bit) de¬

scribes the revolution of the rotor, and tp(t) is its deviation angular
coordinate on the y axis from a purely cylindrical mode The coor¬

dinate y{t) is the radial displacement from the centre of the bearing

housing For purely conical motion this radial displacement y would

be zero The rotor is assumed to be a rigid rod with length 2L, ra¬

dius r, rotational inertias J about the longitudinal axis and / about

an aequatorial axis, and it has a longitudinal imbalance e (1 e the

distance between the geometric center of the rotor and its centre of

mass) The rotor has spin velocity ep The air gap pg is the difference

between the bearing radius and rotor radius pg = (i? — r)

Figure 3 2 Coordinate system for conical and cylindrical motion

From [FEEN 94] the general expressions for the normal loads in

each bearing during nearly cylindrical or nearly conical motion are

N,cyl

N =

m(L ± e) , .,v

-ipg62 + gcos6-
2L

1

eOib + 2e6ip)

m(±(L2 + rp) eL)

2(L* + rpg)
(ye + 2y6-~-fe>)

(3 1)
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(I-J)Ppg-JPg9J>)
+

W^p7)
(3-2)

In order to simplify the calculation of the forces for cylindrical
and conical motion, the following assumptions can be made:

• The rotor is perfectly balanced, i.e., e = 0.

• The air gap in the magnetic bearings is very small (usually the

case).

• During cylindrical motion, the angular deviation tp(t) = 0.

• During conical motion, the radial displacement y(t) = 0.

• Under certain conditions, as will be shown in the experimental

results, during cylindrical or conical motion, the whirl velocity
of the rotor (0 = 8wrnri = const) can be approximated with a

constant value.

In the cylindrical case, we obtain the well known equation for

the normal force on each bearing:

jp
m^whirlPg ro o\

fcyl
=

£
^•d')

During conical motion, the force on each bearing can be written

as:

p _

(/ ~ J)PgOl,hirl
_

J8whirl(t>Pg ,„ .-.

^
~

2L2 2L2
^ '

As an example, we can use the system parameters of our test

rig, m = 3.36 kg, L = 163 mm, pg = 0.3 mm, J = 6.7210~4 kgm2,
/ = 0.018 kgm2. During conical motion, when the rotor spins at a

velocity ej> — 300 Hz with a constant whirl velocity of Qwh%ri — 300

Hz, the conical force is Fcrm = 348 N. Under the same conditions

the cylindrical force is Fcyi — 1790 N, which is about 5 times larger
than the conical force.
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Chapter 4

Planar Rotor Motions

4.1 Motion of the Rotor with Permanent Con¬

tact

In this chapter we assume the existence of cylindrical motion. Hence,

a planar model is completely adequate to explain the dynamics. The

planar model describes the equations of motion for a rotor in a per¬

manent contact with its stator, during cylindrical motion. In this

model, the equations of motion, force and energy losses for a rotor

rolling or sliding during cylindrical motion have been derived. In

order to understand the effects of parameters, analytical and nu¬

merical solutions have been carried out. Furthermore, in the planar

model, the equations of free fall and impact are implemented.

Finally, a contact model to explain the local forces is derived.

The goal of this chapter is to understand the forces, energy loss,
and the effect of friction and the air gap on each phase of the motion.

4.1.1 Mechanical Model

To begin with we design a planar model on the assumption that a

cylindrical motion exists and is stable. Figure 4.1 shows the coor¬

dinate system of the mechanical model.

Rotation refers to the clockwise spinning motion about the axis

of the shaft, and is labeled (f>. The spin velocity is <p. Revolution

refers to the motion around the ring, and is labeled 6. Its derivative
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is 6. The revolution motion around the bearing is also called whirl

motion.

The rotor and bearing housing are considered to be rigid and the

rotor to be perfectly balanced. Rigidity simplifies the dynamical

analysis. The rotor has mass m, rotational inertia J, and radius r.

The bearing has radius R. The air gap pg is the difference between

the bearing radius and rotor radius pg = {R—r). The sliding motion

of the rotor is governed by Coulomb friction p, and the gravitational
acceleration g is taken into account.

Figure 4.1: Mechanical Model

4.1.2 Sliding and Rolling Motion

Sliding occurs when there is a relative velocity at the contact point
between the rotor and the bearing surface. If the rotor is rolling,
the contact point has no velocity, and it is the instantaneous centre

of rotation. The tangential velocity of the rotor, therefore, can be

written as vt = cpr or Vt = 0pg, from which the rolling condition

follows:
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In general, in retainer bearings, the air gap is very small and

the spin velocity is very high. If the rotor goes into a revolutional

motion and is constrained to roll, the whirl velocity 6, theoretically,
achieves a very high value. For small air gaps the theory leads to

unrealistically high values. Therefore, at some point, a more refined

model or experiments, will be necessary. On the other hand, if the

rotor is sliding, a relative sliding velocity Vr = (<pr — 6pg) arises at

the contact point.
The frictional force Ft is modeled with Coulomb's law, using the

coefficient of friction p. Hence, the frictional and the normal forces

Ft and Fn for the sliding rotor are related by:

Ft = pFn sign(<p r - 6pg) (4.2)

The equations for the sliding motions can be derived by summing
the forces on the rotor. The equation for the whirl motion follows

as:

mpg 6 + mg sin 8 — p m{g cos 6 + pg 9 ) sign(4> r — 9pg) — 0 (4.3)

and the equation for the rotor's speed is:

J<p + pm rig cos 6 + pg 9 ) signi<p r — 9pg) = 0 (4.4)

The equations are valid when rep ^ 9pg and the normal load is

nonnegative:

Fn = m(g cos 9 + pg 92) > 0 (4.5)

The equation for whirl describes the motion of a pendulum that

is self excited by the frictional force. It was already pointed out

that in our magnetic bearing application the spin velocity is rather

high, thus the sign(Vr) can be considered positive, i.e. the direc¬

tion of the friction is independent of the magnitude of the relative

sliding velocity at the contact point. In such a pure sliding case,

the magnitude of the rotation has no direct effect on the whirl of
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the rotor. The physical effects that are to be expected at very high
relative velocities (above, for example, 300 m/s), may not be con¬

sidered in Coulomb's law. They are rather unknown and should be

investigated and modelled in future research.

From equation (4.3) it can be seen that the whirl motion depends
on the friction, the air gap and that it is independent of the rotor's

mass. In order to understand the effects of these parameters on

the dynamics, we have solved the equations for the sliding motion

analytically and numerically.

4.1.3 Analytical Sliding Solution

The equations of the sliding motion describe a highly nonlinear sys¬

tem. The analytical solution to a nonlinear problem is, in most

cases, not possible, and therefore a qualitative study of the trajec¬
tories of the motion for different initial conditions is shown in a

phase portrait (figure 4.2). In the phase portrait, the effect of pa¬

rameter variations, stability and possible motions of the rotor can

be analysed [JOSM 87].
Considering our nonlinear system, <p is very high, and has no

direct effect on the revolution. Analysis of the rotor speed can

therefore be neglected, and the dynamics of the system are studied

for different initial conditions (00,90).
Equation (4.3) is still analytically soluble, and is somehow similar

to that of a pendulum. Introducing new dimensionless coordinates

in (4.3), it can be written as

9 + a cos(0 - p) - p92 = 0 (4.6)

where a = ig/pg)\/l + p2 and (3 — tan_1(l//x).
Changing the coordinate to x = 8 + (3 — it/2, we write the equa¬

tions as a first-order system in a form convenient for the analysis of

revolution:
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y = -Qsinx + py2 (4.7)
x = y (4.8)

The origin of our original system lies at x = B — ir/2 in the

new coordinate system. The region of validity, based on a positive

normal load, becomes g sin (—a; + 0) + pg(p > 0. The fixed points

are (0,0), which is a centre, and (±7r,0), which are saddle points

(see figure 4.2).
If we look at

dy —asinx
, , .

„ ,, „.

I
=

—y—
+> ^°' ^

and let z = y2/2 such that dz/dx — ydy/dx, then

dz
2pz = a sin x, z > 0, (4-10)

ax

The result in terms of y, is

2(v
y2 = - —1i2psmxycosx) + Ce2^x (4.11)

X ~y~ ^/*

The numerically integrated phase trajectories in the original co¬

ordinate system are plotted in figure 4.2.

Although the time variable does not appear in the phase portrait,

we can deduce distinct physical features. The phase trajectories
include a homoclinic orbit, region A, which is the looping coming
from the saddle point and encompassing the centre. Inside the

homoclinic orbit there are periodic and oscillatory motions. Outside

the homoclinic orbit, region B, the rotor whirls around the bearing.
When the orbit crosses into region C in which the normal load is

negative, contact with the bearing is lost, and the equations are no

longer valid. Free fall would then take place, followed by a series of

impacts.
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Figure 4 2 Phase-Portrait of Cylindrical Motion

4.1.4 The Effect of Parameters

For pure sliding, as long as the parameters p, pq and g are restricted

to be positive for physical considerations, there are no bifurcations

in the sliding system, nor are there qualitative changes in the phase

trajectories Variations in the parameters deform the phase tra¬

jectories, and therefore influence the dynamical behaviour of the

system

Considering the friction, we note that a depends on p Motion

for small p, shown in figure 4 3a, approaches pendulum behaviour

As p, —> oo (which may be unrealistic), the homoclinic orbit is

squashed toward the origin (figure 4 3b) The location of the origin

of the original coordinate system goes from zero for p, = 0 to 7r/2
for large p Increasing p will increase the probability of cylindrical
motion and will finally depend on the randomly occurring initial

conditions
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For small air gaps pg, the homoclinic is stretched in the 9(rj)
direction (see figure 4.4a). For large air gaps pg the homoclinic

increases in ^-direction and the phase portrait is squashed in the

9 direction (figure 4.4b). In fact, however, as pg decreases, the

probability of cylindrical motion increases.

In an effort to explain this, we consider that an arbitrary initial

condition arises from disturbances of a certain energy level. The

kinetic energy of the revolution is proportional to the square of

velocity vt. Since 9 — vt/pg, not only does the phase portrait stretch

with decreasing pg, but the 9 axis stretches as well. It turns out

that the 6 axis stretches faster than the phase portrait. Hence,
the homoclinic loop stretches in velocity vt as pg increases. When

thinking in terms of rectilinear velocities as initial conditions, a

small pg leads to a high probability that these initial conditions lie

in regions of circular motions.

Intuitively, one expects the probability of circular motions to

increase with decreasing pg. Increasing pg increases the difference in

the potential energy between the top and the bottom of the bearing.

Furthermore, given an initial velocity vt, the centripetal normal load

is inversely proportional to pg, producing higher frictional excitation

with smaller pg.

The rotor radius r does not appear in the 9 equation for sliding.

Thus, the sliding dynamics of 9 have no dependence on r. However,
r affects the sliding dynamics of (p. For large r, there is a high
frictional torque on the rotor. The rolling condition, 8pg — epr, is

then also affected. Hence, <p slows down more rapidly, and rolling
could take place more quickly.
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Figure 4.3: Phase portrait for (a) small friction (b) large friction

Figure 4.4: Phase portrait for (a) small air gap (b) large air gap
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4.1.5 Rolling Motion

The rolling condition occurs when the relative velocity at the con¬

tact point is zero, 1 e when 9pg = epr The equation of the rolling
motion can be derived substituting the kinematic equation (4 1)
into the equation (4 3) and summing with (4 4) and we obtain

9 + ^-sm9 = 0 (4 12)
2>pq

This means that it becomes a simple pendulum when the rolling
motion takes place

4.1.6 Force and Energy Loss

The forces in the cylindrical motion represent the "worst case" if the

rotor whirls within the entire bearing Then the centripetal effects

are predominant During a purely cylindrical motion, 9 increases

while <p decreases until the onset of whirl motion The whirl achieves

a velocity 9wrnri, so that the normal force during the cylindrical
motion is given by

Fcyi = mpg02whtrl (4 13)

If we assume that the rotor is suspended in two bearings this

load Fcyi would have to be distributed onto these bearings and in

the case of overall symmetry this would lead to be a bearing load

of Fcyi/2 Later on, looking at experimental results, this insisting

on obviously trivial details will of course be necessary

If, during whirl motion, the rotor is constrained to rolling motion,
the kinematic relationship of rolling equation (4 1) can be inserted

into equation (4 13) and a normal force of F^i = mr2<$.olilPg is

obtained Practically, the rolling phase will usually not be reached

at the beginning of the contact, as the whirl speed would be too

high and other physical effects will occur first Only at the end of

the run down of the rotor, shortly before the rotor stops, rolling
will occur Because in magnetic bearings the air gap is very small,
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rolling motion cannot be supported in the system. This will be

shown in more detail in our numerical example.

Considering a rotor during cylindrical motion, the kinetic energy

is defined by

mp2a92 J62
, x

Ecyi = -^ + ^y- (4.14)

which is composed by the energy of the whirl motion

mp2P
Ewhirl = 7. (4-15)

and the energy of the spinning rotor

Espln = ^~ (4.16)

The power dissipation is obtained by differentiating the system's

energy Ecyi with respect to time, i.e. P = dE^i/dt, so that

P = mp]99 + J<j>4> (4.17)

During cylindrical motion, the frictional force decelerates the ro¬

tor according to equation (4.4). For a small air gap, the change
in potential energy can be ignored, and so the spin deceleration is

approximated by

^_pmp^L (4ig)

On the other hand the frictional force inputs energy into the

whirl motion, and the acceleration of the whirl motion can be ap¬

proximated by looking at equation (4.3)

8^p92 (4.19)

where it is dependent on the frictional parameter and the initial

velocity conditions. Of course, in this approximation we assume

that a whirl motion already exists (#o ^ 0) and that the centrifugal
forces Fcyi (equation 4.12) outweigh the gravity terms.
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Inserting equations (4.18) and (4.19) into equation (4.17), the

power can be written as

P = -pmpg92<j> r + pmpg926pg (4.20)

Therefore, the power dissipation of the spin motion during cylindri¬
cal whirl motion is

Psjnn = -p-mpg924>r (4.21)

and the power gain of the whirl motion is

Pwhiri = pmpg626pg (4.22)

Putting the frictional force in evidence in equation (4.20), the

dependence of the power upon the relative velocity Vr — i<pr — 6pg)
can be seen

P = -pmpg92Vr (4.23)

The power loss arising between the rotor and stator during in¬

teraction, can produce very high temperatures at the surfaces. De¬

pending upon the material, the stator or the rotor will retain the

most part of this heat, which will cause deformation or damage to

that part. The power loss calculation is therefore very important

to find an adequate design, to compare it to experimentally derived

data, and to determine the range of validity of our model.

4.1.7 Numerical Analysis

The numerical solution of equations (4.3) and (4.4) can provide some

indication as to how long the model assumptions may be reasonable.

All simulations of this work have been carried out with the ACSL

program, which is very appropriate for nonlinear systems.

The simulation as shown in figure 4.5 yields information about

the effects of chosen initial values of cp for the specific case when

the initial conditions are: 90 = 0; 90 ~ 0 (i.e. rotor at the bottom

of the bearing) (see figure 4.1). Parameter values in one region lead

to either oscillations or impact motions. Parameter values in the
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other region lead to circular revolutions, i.e. when the coefficient

of friction is higher than p > 0.7. Two factors may eliminate the

possibility of circular motion for this initial condition: low friction,
or a low duration of the frictional excitation.

An analysis of the sliding motion shows that as the friction in¬

creases, the potential for circular revolutions increases. However, as

one might expect, if the initial rotational speed cp is too small, the

spin energy is dissipated by the frictional force, and the rotor will

not achieve circular revolutions.

Air gap in mm o°

0.6

0.4

0.2

8 12 16 20 <J» rad/s

Figure 4.5: Limits between cylindrical and pendulous motion.

Initial conditions: 90 = 0, 9„~ 0.

As an example, we numerically integrated the equations of mo¬

tion for a balanced rotor with m = 3.36 kg, p = 0.01, J = 6.7210~4

kg m2, r = 0.02 m, pg = 0.3 mm.

The initial conditions, 90 = 0, 60 = 600 rad/s correspond to an

initial rectilinear velocity Vt of about 0.18 m/s, and the initial spin

velocity of the rotor is chosen as <p0 = 1000 rad/s. The time histories

of cp, 9, F^i and the dissipated power P are shown in figure 4.6 and

allow the following statements:

Rolling first took place after 0.18 seconds with a rotational speed
of <p = 245 rad/s, at that time the normal load was at its maximum
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of Fcyi = 269 kN. Such a normal force cannot be supported, causing
the destruction of the system. The plots initially feature gradual

changes in these quantities, followed by large changes. The whirl

speed 9 increases rapidly until rolling commences. The maximum

dissipated power was about 13 kW, and the power dissipation is

directly proportional to the coefficient of friction. It has already
been pointed out that in reality the rolling phase usually will not

be achieved or if at all, much later. This will also be seen in the

experimental results. Thus the value of the normal force and the

power loss will therefore not reach the values shown, and the de¬

structive forces will not occur to that extent.
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Figure 4.6: Velocities, Forces, Power with /i = 0.01, m = 3.36 kg,

r — 0.02 m, pg — 0.3 mm. The initial conditions are <p0 = 1000

rad/s, 0'o = 600 rad/s, 0O = 0.
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4.2 Impact Motion of the Rotor

In our system, impact between the rotor and stator is the main

source of induced vibration and potentially destructive motion. To

gain a deeper insight into the onset of sliding and rolling, it is nec¬

essary to have a reliable model for the phenomena.
In the following chapter, an impact model based on phenomenal

parameters is implemented into the dynamic behaviour together
with a model for the free-fall phase of the rotor.

For a more accurate analysis, however, we would like to have

a model describing the contact force between rotor and stator as

a function of time. An impact force, as shown in figure 4.7b, is

often represented by a half sinusoidal vibration, where the maximum

impact force is F0, and the contact duration of the impact is Tc.

Figure 4.7: Geometric Model a) and Impact Force Model b)

These two main parameters F0 and Tc will be derived from ex¬

periments later on; analytically, however, they would be rather dif¬

ficult to derive from dynamics, geometry, and constitutive material

equations. The physics and the analytical approaches to describe

impacts are complex [GOLD 60, BRAC 91]. Their knowledge and

results may be used to set up measurements, to explain specific

phenomena and to determine the limits of approximations. Here,
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however, for the practical purpose of describing the oscillating and

impacting rotor, the nonlinear but still rather simple vibro-impact

model of Hunt and Crossley [HUCR 75] will be used.

4.2.1 Analytical Model

The free-fall phase of the rotor before the impact is represented

(in the coordinates of the geometric model of figure 4.7) by the

equations of motion:

Op = -2<p9-gsm0 (4.24)

p = P82 + gcos9 (4.25)

An impact occurs for p — pg. Under the assumption that the

rotor does not change its position during this impact, the integrated

equations of motions are, in the normal direction,

mip+ - p~) = - £° Fndt (4.26)

and, in the tangential direction,

mPgi9+ -9~) = p £° Fndt (4.27)

The superscripts plus and minus signs refer to the quantities

before and after impact. The contact impact time Tc is expected to

be very small. The frictional force and the normal force are related

by equation (4.2) for sliding motion.

The coefficient of restitution e, relates the radial velocities before

and after contact

p+ = -ep~ (4.28)

It describes the grade of contact plasticity: e = 1 implies elas¬

tic impact whereas (0 < e < 1) characterises an inelastic impact.

Inserting equation (4.28) into (4.26), and the resulting equation in

(4.27), we obtain

0+ = t- 4!±£)p- (4.29)
Pg
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Equations (4.28) and (4.29) are the kinematic impact relations

for both degrees of freedom. When the rotor makes permanent

contact with the bearing, its motion will be cylindrical, thus p = 0.

This motion has already been discussed.

4.2.2 Numerical Simulations

Complete rotor crashes after AMB failures have been simulated for

different initial conditions (0O, p0). The following figures show the

possible motions of the rotor depending on these initial conditions.

At first (Fig. 4.8) an initial condition was chosen where the

rotor drops freely from the left hand side of the center. Thus, at

the point of impact, the rotor spinning clockwise, obtains a velocity

component in the direction of the whirl, which over time, after a

series of impacts, leads to permanent contact with the bearing. The

rotor enters into a cylindrical whirl and finally rolling motion. On

the other side, Figure 4.9 shows a different scenario. After the

series of impacts, the rotor stays near the bottom of the bearing,

oscillating back and forth like a pendulum. In both simulations the

same parameters were chosen. The different dynamical behaviour

is therefore only due to the different initial conditions.

4.2.3 Effects of Parameters

The oscillatory motion, where the rotor stays at the bottom of the

bearing (Fig. 4.9), is much more desirable, as the force on the bear¬

ing remains small and is of the order of the rotor's weight [SCHW
94].

As one can see from the trajectories in figure 4.8, from one im¬

pact to the other, the tangential velocities increase with respect to

the normal ones, until whirling occurs. Thus, during the series of

impacts, a substantial increase in the angular velocity is obtained

due to the coefficient A = p(l + s)/pg (see equation 4.29).
This shows that we must keep A as small as possible in order to

bring the rotor into a pendulum like behaviour rather than whirl.
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In this perspective, p should therefore be large. However, we must

also remember that the magnetic forces are inversely proportional
to the square of the air gap.

Large air gaps are therefore undesirable for the actual function of

bearing force in magnetic bearings, and the size of the air gap itself

is no more a free design parameter. In the final design of retainer

bearings with small air gaps, therefore, small coefficient of friction

p and high damping in impacts (small e) are useful design criteria.

In other applications of classical turbomachinery, potential con¬

tact between rotor and stator will occur in the seal areas, and there

the air gap should be kept as small as feasible to reduce losses in

seals.
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Figure 4.8: Cylindrical Motion
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Figure 4.9: Oscillatory Motion
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4.2.4 The Contact Force Model

Let us assume a rotor is falling down into its bearing. The contact¬

ing materials are linearly elastic, as most metallic materials are, and

have some damping properties. In the impact model, the discrete

spring-damper arrangement, as indicated in figure 4.10, its charac¬

teristics will have to be nonlinear [SCFU 95], as will be shown.

Figure 4.10: Contact force model

The following considerations must be taken into account:

• During the impact, the contact area increases from an initial

point or line to an areal impression. The contact stiffness also

increases with the depth of intrusion. There will only be pres¬

sure forces: no tensile forces will be generated between the ro¬

tor and stator. Some indication of the magnitude of the force

can be given by Hertz' theory applied to the static contact

forces. In general, such an analysis will lead to an nonlinear

spring characteristic.

• A realistic force/displacement diagram will look similar to that

of figure 4.11a This means that for the unloaded initial posi¬

tion x — 0 the spring/damper force Fn has to be zero. This

excludes a linear spring/damper characteristic, represented by
the diagram in figure 4.11b. The energy loss during an impact
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is equal to AE = § Fndx, and is visualised by the shaded areas

of the hysteresis loops in figure 4.11.

Fn

(a) (b)

' 1 '

/

'\y\
V '
y i

i

Xm X I X"> X

Figure 4.11: Two contact force models

A linear contact mechanism modeled as a mass-spring-damper

system would have the well known linear equation:

mx + dx + kx = 0 (4.30)

where d is the damping coefficient of the viscous damping and k the

spring stiffness.

In order to eliminate the negative force that appears in the linear

model (figure 4.11b), and for which there is no physical justification,
Hunt and Crossley [HUCR 75] derived a model with a nonlinear

spring-damper, satisfying the boundary conditions. The nonlinear

model is described as:

mx + (Xxn)x + kxn = 0 (4.31)

Coefficient of Restitution and Damping

A way of connecting the classical coefficient of restitution e to the

vibrational model of equation 4.31 will be subsequently summarised.

The coefficient of restitution e is, as already used in equation (4.28),
in a simple one dimensional impact between two reasonably shaped
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rigid bodies in pure translation, the ratio of their relative speed
after the impact V+ to that before V~, so that

V+ = eV- (4.32)

The coefficient of restitution is a very illustrative parameter and

it can be determined by relatively simple experiments with reason¬

able care. It is known from experiments [BRAC 91, p.129; GOLD

60, p.258] that during an impact between two given bodies, the coef¬

ficient e decreases with increasing the impact speed V~ = Vt. Hunt

and Crossley [HUCR 75] observed that for a limited range of low

speeds Vt (below 50 cm/s), and for most materials having a linear

elastic range, one can postulate with reasonable accuracy, that

e = 1 - aVt (4.33)

The idea behind the introduction of this damping a is the follow¬

ing: The restitution coefficient characterises, among others, a loss

of energy during impact. A sequence of impacts can be regarded as

a vibration(vibro-impact), and the loss of energy may be attributed

to some velocity dependent damping.
In order to illustrate the dependence of the energy loss on the

parameter a, let us look at the loss of kinetic energy over a total

single impact for one body (the other is assumed to be stationary).
The loss of energy AE, making use of (4.33) will be

AE=m{v-*-vy
=

mvK-s)
{434)

Introducing equation (4.33) into (4.34), and for values 2aV% »

(aV,)2, equation (4.34) can be approximated as

AE « amV? (4.35)

Under this assumption Hunt and Crossley have derived a rela¬

tionship between the parameter a and the parameter A from the

equation 4.31, and A = 3/2ak.
Of course the restitution coefficient is depending on other parame¬

ters of the impact situation, for example on geometric parameters,
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as well. An impressively nice example - with some distant relevance

to our problem of a rotor contacting its housing - is that of a ball

impacting a spherical shell. Wave propagation effects lead to the

dependance of e on the geometry parameters as shown in Fig. 4.12

[KOLL 89].

0.6-

0.4

0.2

-V-

. experimental
> theoretical

3 4 5 6 7 r/mm

Figure 4.12: The coefficient of restitution e versus the radius of

the impinging ball r. The thin shell which is hit from the outside

has a radius R=0.55 m, the shell thickness is 1.8 mm, the impact

velocity is 2.9 m/s [KOLL 89].

Hertz Theory and Elastic Force

The force approach law based on the Hertzian theory for localised

normal and frictionless contact between linearly elastic bodies is

nonlinear, and for two spheres the elastic normal force is [HUCR
75]

Fne= kx3/2 (4.36)

The exponent 3/2 in the equation (4.36) does not exactly apply

when, for example, contact is between perfectly flat surfaces. Then,

at least ideally, the area of the zone of contact does not change

during the time of impact, and a linear force law probably applies.
A formula for cylinders in longitudinal contact must depend for

its validity on extremely precise alignment which would be hard or

even impossible to guarantee. Therefore, a general form of the force

approach law could be used, namely

Fn = kxn (4.37)

Since there is no more information available, we assume that the

contact can be described for practical purposes by equation (4.36)
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or that the parameters in equation (4.37) can be identified from

measurements more precisely.

Analytical derivation of the nonlinear damping

The derivation is taken over from Hunt and Crossley [HUCR 75].
Its represents one impact cycle from the beginning of contact to its

end, taking into account the nonlinear character of the contact force

stated above. For the 3/2 power force approach of equation (4.36)
the vibroimpact is described by

mx + kxV2i^ + l) = 0 (4.38)

with the contact force

Fn=kx"2i^ + 1) (4.39)

The contact time can be determined from the numerical solution

of equation (4.38). It is valid if no other forces act upon the rotor

(the right hand side of equation (4.38) is zero). The contact time is

then determined by the half cycle of the damped free vibration, or

by the time interval where the contact force F > 0 is valid.

The estimation of the contact force using Hertz' theory, i.e. in¬

troducing the exponent 3/2 for the nonlinear model (equation 4.36)
will be given with the analysis of the measurements in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Apparatus for the

Rotor Rig

5.1 Design Criteria

In order to check and to verify the results of the dynamic analysis
of a rotor in contact with its housing, a test rig was built. It has

been carefully designed to allow us to measure all of the important

quantities during rotor stator interaction.

The test rig has been built at the ETH with the main objec¬
tive of measuring contact dynamics, primarily the first contact and

the onset of the contact induced vibrations. Figure 5.1 shows the

general set-up and its main specifications.

Magnetic Bearings

Sensor

37

Air gap

Control|—C^-J

Instrumented

touch down ring

Contact data

acquisition

Figure 5.1: Test rig for measuring contact dynamics
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Maximum speed of the rotor: 30.000 rpm (500 Hz)

Length of rotor: 326 mm

Rotor Weight: 3.36 Kg

Maximum Rotor Diameter: 49 mm

The test rig consists of a rigid rotor suspended in two magnetic

bearings and the corresponding housing, a specially instrumented

contact bearing and a data acquisition unit. The magnetic bear¬

ings are supporting the rotor, and additionally, they can actuate

a change in the dynamical behaviour of the rotor, thus generating

different initial conditions of the rotor stator interaction. For exam¬

ple, a shut-down can be initiated at only one side of the support, at

both sides, or we can control the rotor motion and thus define the

character of the contact excited vibrations.

From the dynamical analysis and from preliminary measurements,

we obtained information about what quantities should be measured,

which kind of material should be tested, and which parameters

should be varied. The measurement concept, which will be pre¬

sented in the next chapter, demonstrates, for example, a develop¬

ment of a new force sensing device. The complete construction of

the test rig is therefore a result of this analysis, considering certain

mechanical limitations. A retainer bearing can be made of different

materials such as bronze, steel, carbon graphite, or it can consist of

ball bearings.
It is mainly the initial impacts between the rotor and stator which

will be analysed, subsequent data can also be collected, for example

at the onset of whirling motions. The data include forces, displace¬

ments, the time period during which there is contact between the

ring and the rotor, and the rotor displacements.

This chapter points out the constructive details of the test rig.
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5.2 Magnetic Bearing Design

As already pointed out, magnetic bearings allow contact free sus¬

pension between a rotor and its stator At the same time, input

forces on the rotor can be generated which can depend on the mea¬

sured state of the rotor Thus, a well defined contact between the

rotor and the housing surface can be initiated

In the following sections some basic facts about magnetic bear¬

ings will be presented For a profound overview of this topic the

reader is referred to [SCHW 94]

Radial Bearings

The features of an AMB can be deduced from its electrical and

geometrical properties Figure 5 2 shows a simple electromagnetic

coil and a rotor

s-xrz

Figure 5 2 Electromagnetical coil

Considering one electromagnetic coil of an AMB, the magnetic

force Fm can be derived from the energy stored in the air gap be¬

tween the coil and the rotor, and is given by

where N is the number of windings on the coil, A is the flux cross-

sectional area of the air-gap, s is the nominal air gap, and x is the
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deviation from the nominal reference point The permeability of air

is p0 = 4 n 10"7 Vs/A m
The electromagnetic coils for a radial bearing are normally de¬

signed in pole pairs as shown in figure 5 3, and operated in a differ¬

ential configuration

Figure 5 3 Model of a Magnetic Bearing

The magnetic force, e g in the x direction, is written as

p
—

1 mx
—

N2Ap0 i0 + ii to

S + X
(5 2)

In equation (5 2) we have introduced the constant premagnetisa-
tion current iq, which defines the working point around which the

control current ix is varying the suspension force Equation (5 2)
can be linearised about the working point and the magnetic force

then assumes a linear relationship between the control current ix

and the displacement i, eg

K.ix + Ksx (5 3)

The parameters Kl and Ks depend on the premagnetisation cur¬

rent, and can be analytically and experimentallv determined [TRAX
85] In order to minimise the eddy current losses in the magnetic
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bearing, the iron core of the coil is laminated. The ferro magnetic

part of the rotor is also constructed of laminations, which are shrink

fitted onto the shaft. Figure 5.4 shows a photo of the radial bearing

used with its specifications.

Figure 5.4: Stator of a radial magnetic bearing

Maximum force: 70 N Maximum voltage : 120 V

Outer diameter: 90 mm Maximum current: 5 A

Inner diameter: 48 mm Air gap: 0.75 mm

Length: 25 mm

For some of the experiments, an elastically suspended touch down

ring (see Fig. 6.5) to measure the contact forces, will be used. In

that case a high amplitude vibration during the possible whirl mo¬

tion is to be expected. In order to reduce the risk of an undesirable

contact between the rotor and the magnetics bearings, our exper¬

imental apparatus has a high clearance between the bearings and

the rotor. Usually the air gap is smaller than 0.5 mm, but in our

case we considered 0.75 mm to be more appropriate. The magnetic

bearings and the control units have been built by MECOS Traxler

AG, Switzerland.
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Axial Bearings

To control the vibrations in the axial direction and to keep the

rotor in a defined axial position, an axial magnetic bearing has been

installed. A photo of an axial bearing together with its specifications

is shown in figure 5.5.

4

Figure 5.5: Photo of one disk of the axial bearing

Maximum force: 80 N Maximum voltage : 120 V

Outer diameter: 90 mm Maximum current: 5 A

Inner diameter: 50 mm Air gap: 0.5 mm

5.3 Rotor Design

It is well known from previous literature [KIRK 94], that large ro¬

tors, in most cases, stay at the bottom of the retainer bearing after

a failure of the system (in a horizontal assembly).
One objective of this work is to study the whirling motion. There¬

fore, a small rotor with presumably critical behaviour was built. A

small rotor has the advantage of a high bending stiffness and be¬

haves as a rigid body.
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The design features of the rotor have to meet the following re¬

quirements:

- High rotor speed: The maximum speed of the rotor is set to

be Umax = 30000 rpm. This speed was chosen in order to

have high initial relative velocities between the rotor and stator

surfaces, and to exceed the nominally allowed maximum speed
of some tested ball bearings.

- High bending stiffness: The first eigenfrequency of the rotor

should lie above its rotational frequency, i.e. above 500 Hz.

To obtain a first estimate of the dimensions of the rotor, the

frequency of the first bending mode of a free unsupported circular

uniform shaft can be calculated [HOLZ 92] as

22.4

where I is the length, EI is the bending stiffness, p the density and

A the uniform cross-sectional area.

In our case, additional parts are shrink fitted onto the rotor, and

a disc on the rotor is used to implement the axial control with the

axial magnetic bearing. For realistic calculations, a finite element

model was used to determine the eigenfrequencies of the system.

Finite Element Models

For the Finite Element Analysis, we used the FE-program package
MADYN [MADY 89], which was developed specially for rotor dy¬

namic problems. Apart from calculating the eigenfrequencies and

vectors, the matrices can be used to adapt the control of the AMBs

to the particular rotor.

In our example, the influence of gyroscopic and damping effects

are neglected, so that the system of differential equations is reduced

to the form

Mx + Kx = 0 (5.5)

EI

Al*p
(5.4)
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where M is the mass matrix, K the stiffness matrix, and x the

displacement chosen to describe the state of the rotor.

A small stiffness connecting the rotor to the inertial system is

necessary to prevent numerical problems. This stiffness has no sig¬
nificant influence on the rotor's behaviour.

Figure 5.6 depicts the eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies of the

free-free rotor. The rigid-body modes (rotation and translation)
are calculated with high precision, whereas the elastic behaviour

is an approximation depending upon the quality of the modelling.
For a more precise determination of the quantities, an experimental
modal analysis has been carried out.

The measured eigenfrequency of the first elastic mode for the

free-free rotor was approximately f2m/i — 1600 Hz. Therefore, the

calculated eigenfrequency fi/i = 1520 Hz (see Fig. 5.7) is in close

agreement with the measured eigenfrequency (fim/i).
Considering the stator to be a rigid body, a very important char¬

acterisation of the interaction dynamics is the first elastic eigenfre¬

quency of the rotor, rigidly supported on both sides, as shown in

figure 5.7. Here we label this eigenfrequency as Qri, and it is es¬

sential to know or to estimate its value to calculate the worst case

whirl in a retainer bearing.
From [HOLZ 92], the eigenfrequency Qri can be estimated as

9.86 VET~
. .

nri==^riAFp- (5-6)

Comparing equation (5.6) with (5.4), the eigenfrequency firl is

2.3 times smaller than the eigenfrequency fi/i. Therefore, with our

measurements (see section 7.2), we expected an approximate value

for the first elastic eigenfrequency of the rotor rigidly supported on

both sides to be firl = 1600/2.3 = 696 Hz.
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Figure 5.6: Eigenfrequencies of the free-free rotor
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Rigidly supported first elastical mode: Gi-n = 640 Hz

Figure 5.7: Eigenfrequency of the rigidly supported rotor

5.4 Strength Considerations of the Rotor

Strength of a Bore Hole Ring

Stress in high-speed rotors depends on rotational speed, size and

shape of the rotor and its material properties.
As has been pointed out, most of the parts (magnetic bearings

and motor) are shrink-fitted onto the rotor. The maximal circum¬

ferential velocity Vmax of a ring with a concentric bore hole, or the

maximal outer radius of a bore hole ring can be calculated using
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This formula is taken from the work of R. Larsonneur [LARS 92],
a general calculation can be found in [TIMO 74], the parameters are

explained below.

In our design, the outer ring, consisting of laminated sheets

shrink fitted onto the rotor, has an outer radius r$ = 23.5 mm,

density p = 8100 kg/m3, Poisson's ratio v = 0.3, and yield strength

(j0 = 420 N/m2, the radius of the rotor or the bore hole radius is

r, = 15 mm . Following equ. (5.6) our design would allow a maxi¬

mal circumferential velocity of Vmax = 240 m/s or a maximum spin

velocity of Q,max = 97524 rpm, which well is above the intended

speed of fi = 30000 rpm and allows for a sufficient safety margin.

Strength of a Ring

Another part of the rotor where the strength should be considered

is the axial disc. From [LARS 92] the maximum tangential velocity
of the rotor for a rotating disk with no bore is

Vm
8(70

(5-8)
'\(u + S)p

The steel rotor has yield strength of o~o = 800 N/mm2, Poisson's

ratio of v — 0.3; and density of p = 7850 kg/m3. The maximum

tangential velocity can be Vmax = 497 m/s. In our case the axial disc

has a radius of rdtsc — 40 mm. Therefore the tangential velocity of

the disc is Vmax = 125 m/s only. This is well below the limit velocity.
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5.5 Motor Requirements

An asynchronous motor provides the drive power to the rotor. The

technical specifications of the motor are:

Nominal power: 300 W

Frequency range: 1.0 Hz ~ 500 Hz

Outer diameter: 49 mm

Air gap: 0.80 mm

The power of this motor, for driving and braking, allows a rela¬

tively fast reduction of the rotor's speed in case of a failure of the

system. The rotor can be stopped in 25 sec.

5.6 Rotor Housing Design

All parts such as the rotor, bearings, motor and retainer bearings

are integrated into an aluminium housing. To ensure a high level of

safety, as mentioned in section 5.2, our experimental test rig has a

high clearance between the rotor and stator. The air gap between

the rotor and the radial bearing is 0.75 mm and between the rotor

and motor it is 0.8 mm. The air gap between the rotor and the

contact ring is 0.3 mm.

As a safety precaution, a bronze ring is placed next to the posi¬

tion sensor and acts as a second retainer bearing. To reduce wear

between the rotor and the bearings, a special case hardening was

carried out at the end of the rotor. A photo of the complete test

stand is shown in figure 5.8. A cross section of the complete rotor

housing is shown in figure 5.9.
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Chapter 6

Measurement Concepts for the

Contact Dynamics

As already mentioned, the aim of the apparatus is to provide means

to validate the model that we have developed to describe the rotor's

behaviour.

To understand the interaction dynamics between the rotor and

stator, an experimental platform with ten different measurement

facilities has been built. This platform represents a complex mea¬

surement system.

Due to the new measurement concepts implemented in the test

rig, relevant parameters and variables before and after rotor-stator

impact can be measured, thus the contact model can be validated.

The radial displacements of the rotor from two positions are mea¬

sured with four inductive sensors. The contact forces are derived

from the acceleration of the contact ring which is instrumented with

two accelerometers. The construction of this contact ring is de¬

scribed in detail in this chapter. Two optical sensors measure the

position of the ball-cage and the position of the inner ring of the re¬

tainer bearing in order to record the sliding-rolling contact between

the parts. To quantify the energy loss and energy transfer we will

measure the decay in the rotor's speed due to the braking friction

torques of the rotor.

The software package LabView has been used for the data ac¬

quisition, with extra facilities for synchronising the various sensors
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and actuators with contact initiation, and for extending the mea¬

surement capability in order to study whirling phenomena.
The following chapter discusses the measurement set up in detail.

6.1 Measurement of Contact Force

6.1.1 Sensor Design Criteria

The force, excited by an impact, is generally characterised by its

maximum value F0 and the duration of contact Tc [BRAC 91], which

depends on the properties of the contact bodies, i.e. the rotor and

the stator. This can be visualised in Figure 6.1, which shows the

result when a ring was hit by a modal hammer with a maximum

impact force F0, and contact time Tc, as used during the calibration.

The impact force, as shown in figure 6.1a, can be approximated by
a half sinusoidal waveform.

Time/s

J.08
\
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xlO"3 Frequency in Hz
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Figure 6.1: Measured impulse force a) and its spectrum b)

The contact time Tc can be expressed as half of the period of

a sinusoidal wave. The excitation frequency fc can be defined as

the inverse of the contact time Tc (/c = 1/TC). The spectrum of the

contact force is shown in figure 6.1b. Most of the energy in the signal

(impact force) is contained within a frequency range defined by a
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decay of the signal amplitude by 10 dB. During an impact between

a rotor and its housing one expects that the rotor will transfer most

of the energy into the dynamic structure within a frequency range

limited by the excitation frequency fc. In the example of figure 6.1,

the excitation frequency is about fc « 4.5 kHz.

Therefore, in order to measure the contact force we must take

care of two considerations:

• Firstly, we have to develop a force sensing device.

• Secondly the natural frequencies of the mechanical structure

should be far above the excitation frequency, thus avoiding
amplification of the signal. In this case we should be able to

calibrate the system with reasonable effort.

• Thirdly, we must choose an appropriate sensor for measuring
the motion of the structure with a high dynamic performance,

good resolution and an eigenfrequency far from the excitation

frequency.

6.1.2 Development of a Force Sensing Device

The process of developing a mechanical structure with the first elas¬

tical mode being higher than fc can be split into the following stages:

• Find a simple mechanical model that meets the basic require¬

ments, and calculate its eigenfrequencies.

• Develop a design for the model.

• Measure the eigenfrequencies of the construction and compare

it with the analytical model.

After some preliminary and detailed studies on various mechan¬

ical configurations and structures, the design of Figure 6.2 proved
to be a very useful one.
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The idea for measuring the contact force is to excite the inner

contact ring by the impacting rotor, and to measure the motion pro¬

duced by the impact The contact force will be, therefore, derived

from the accelerations of the contact ring, which are measured with

two accelerometers

Contact ring Support plate

Figure 6 2 Mechanical model

Natural Vibration of the Contact Ring

Under the assumption that the cross sectional dimension b of the

ring is small in comparison with the mean radius (i?m, Rm 3> b), as

is shown in figure 6 3a, an analytical solution for the eigenfrequen¬
cies of the ring could be found m [TIMO 74] In our case, however,
the actual shape of the ring is somewhat more complex and an

analytical solution is not possible Therefore, we have carried out

various modal experiments The results of these measurements are

shown m figure 6 3b

Outer

radius

Inner

radius
Freq [kHz]

50 mm 35 mm 94

70 mm 20 mm 120

90 mm 75 mm 12

(b)

Figure 6 3 (a) Geometry of a simple ring, (b) Measured vibration

frequencies of actual contact rings
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Support Plate

In order to analyse the influence of the support elasticity on the

contact force measurement, a simple mass spring model of two de¬

grees of freedom can be assumed. Figure 6.4 shows a model for

the impact measuring structure. The contact ring with its high

eigenfrequency wi as shown in the previous paragraph is elastically

suspended by a stiffness k2 with respect to its support. The second

elasticity generates a second eigenfrequency in the system. If we

choose k<i very high by supporting the contact ring quasi rigidly, we

can measure the effects of the impact force only through the elastic

deformations of the contact ring, with the additional disadvantage
of simultaneously measuring the noise vibrations coming from the

foundation. Therefore we chose fc2 to be relatively soft and then we

can measure the impact effect as a motion of the contact ring itself

as a rigid body. Additionally, a soft foundation has the advantage
of isolating the housing from all additional disturbance frequencies
transmitted from outside.

Ring Stiffness k

Support Stiffness k

Contact Ring

mmmmmfini) Support Plate

Figure 6.4: Foundation model

Design of the Force Sensing Structure

The final design can be seen from figure 6.5. The inner contact ring
is supported by four special springs. The springs eliminate, or rather

reduce, all undesired vibrations transmitted from the supporting

plate and the foundation. The purpose of the construction is to
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keep the transmitted force into the foundation at a low level and to

keep the excitation frequency far from the resonance frequency of

the system. In this construction the contact ring as a whole has a

translational rigid body vibrational frequency of about 300 Hz and

a rotational vibrational frequency of about 900 Hz. Above these

frequencies there is a wide linear region in the transfer function up

to 13.5 kHz, which is the first elastic mode of the contact ring. The

rotational frequency can be estimated analytically as well from

U)r
4Kta2

, s

(6.1)N Jr

where Jr is the rotational moment of inertia of the contact ring,
a is an approximation of the outer radius of the ring, and Kt is

the lateral stiffness of the springs. This lateral stiffness can be

calculated from [DELA 62].
In our case the rotor, rotating within the inner contact ring,

excites the structure with an impact or a series of impacts, that

produces a wideband vibration of the contact ring. The measure¬

ment of the resulting acceleration of the contact ring at the sensor

location was carried out with two piezoelement acceleration sensors,

which are placed orthogonal to one another, and mounted on the

contact ring. They share a common eigenfrequency of 112 kHz.
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Figure 6 5 Force sensing device, mechanical model and picture

6.1.3 Measurement Principle

The contact force will be derived from the motion of the force sens¬

ing device produced by the impact The motions are measured

with two accelerometers The sensors are mounted orthogonally on

the contact ring (see Figure 6 5), (one for each degree of freedom

of the force sensing device) The measurement principle is further

explained with the aid of figure 6 6

The measurement of the force by means of accelerometers is split

into two parts Firstly, we must calibrate the measurement device,

and secondly we record the measurements after rotor impacts

The need to calibrate our force sensing device for the measure¬

ment of the contact force implies that we must find the exact trans¬

fer function of the structure A transfer function of the device con¬

tains all information about the device such as stiffness, damping,

and the mass of the system Figure 6 6 shows how the calibration

has been carried out The force sensing device and the rotor were

removed from the test rig The rotor was placed inside the device,

on the bottom of the contact ring, and with a modal hammer we

hit the rotor This method of calibration simulates the situation
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during the real measurement.

Therefore, to calibrate our device, a defined force impulse /c(i),
as used in modal analysis techniques, is applied with a hammer.

The impulse force /c(i) and the response of an accelerometer ac(t)
are measured. Both of the signals /c(£) and ac(i) are transformed

into the frequency domain, through the fft (Tast Fourier transform).
The transfer function Gcis) is therefore obtained from Gc(s) =

Ac(s)/Fc(c).
In section 7.1.4 we will show the measured transfer function of

the force sensing device.

To measure the contact force during the experiment, we allow

the spinning rotor to fall on the bottom of the ring. The accel¬

eration of the ring am(£) is measured, and transformed into the

frequency domain Am(s). With the transfer function Gcis), known

from the calibration above, and the spectrum of the measured accel¬

eration Amis), the contact force in the frequency domain Fm(s) —

Gc(s)\Am(s) can be calculated by elementwise division. The inverse

Fourier transform (ifft) of this force results in the time domain so¬

lution for the impact force that we want to measure fm{t)-
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Fm(s) =G(s)\Am(s)

Figure 6 6 The calibration and measurement pnnciple of the

contact force
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6.2 Contact Time Sensor

The contact time is an important parameter for the analysis of an

impact. In order to obtain this information, a contact sensor was

built. Its measurement principle can be easily understood from

figure 6.7. The housing and rotor are supplied with a constant

voltage, using a shp ring. During contact with the housing the

voltage changes as indicated in the figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 shows a

photograph of the contact time sensor.

Voltage
Supply

Volts [V]\ 1

ffkst-§-^
5Sx

-

MIIUIII A
,L

t -u--
\

=£ -

^
J, >

Vj^)

T
*

c

Time

Figure 6.7: Contact time measurement sensor

Figure 6.8: Photo of contact time measurement sensor
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6.3 Displacement Sensors

The requirement on displacement sensors for magnetic bearing de¬

pends on its application. The principal requirement are measuring

range, temperature range, sensitivity, resolution, frequency range.

To measure the radial displacements of the rotor, which have to

be known for controlling the magnetic bearings anyway, we have

used four inductive sensors. A photo of the two sensor rings with

the integrated sensors is shown in figure 6.9

Figure 6.9: Photo of the inductive displacement sensors

6.4 Measurement of Rotor Spin Velocity

Black and white stripes painted on the rotor are detected by an opti¬

cal sensor .
The LabView software offers the possibility of choosing

an arbitrary threshold value, thus detecting the exact time of the

peak (black stripes). Knowing the time between two detected peaks

the rotor spin velocity can be calculated. Storing consecutively the

detected pulses, when the peaks occur, the spin revolution of the

rotor can also be plotted over time (figure 6.10).
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Threshold

Signal

0 Time [s] 0.025

Figure 6.10: Measurement of rotor velocity

6.5 Measurement of Ball Bearing Motions

If a ball bearing is used as a retainer bearing, the dynamics of its

components can be of importance for frictional and wear consider¬

ations.

To quantify the sliding-rolling contact between the ball cage and

the inner ring, two optical sensors measure the angular positions
of the ball cage and of the inner ring. The measurement principle
is the same as that for the rotor's spin velocity. Black and white

stripes are painted onto the ball cage and onto the inner ring, which

are detected by two optical sensors. Figure 6.11 shows a photo of

the optical sensor which is placed next to the ball bearing.

5

Volts
[
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Figure 6.11: Photograph of the optical sensors

6.6 Data Acquisition

6.6.1 Hardware

The schematic diagram of figure 6.12 shows the hardware and soft¬

ware configuration necessary for measurement. All sensor signals

are amplified to be connected to the data acquisition boards. For

the data acquisition we have chosen two boards AT-MIO-16F-5 from

National Instruments. The boards are plugged into an IBM-PC,

and the data are stored in the PC memory. The boards have the

following characteristics:

• Maximum sampling rate of 200 kHz (1 channel)

• 12 bit ADC

• 16 single ended or 8 differential channels

• RTSI (Real Time System Integration), internal bus for multi-

board synchronisation
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6.6.2 Software

The software package "LabView 3.1 for Windows " has been used

to control the boards and to realise the data acquisition. Lab-

View also includes libraries for performing a number of very useful

analysis techniques. Its graphic capabilities are exploited to design
virtual instruments. The developed program has been extended to

be able to carry out long time measurements. It can accommodate

measurements on three channels, each with 60 kHz sampling rate

(two accelerometer signals and one signal for the contact time) and

another five channels with 10 kHz sampling capability, for a maxi¬

mum of 10 seconds. The data are converted into ASCII-Code and

stored directly on the PC hard disc. Finally, the data are sent to

a SUN Workstation through an Ethernet network. A subsequent

analysis of the data has been carried out with MATLAB software.

Another important concept, which has been added to this soft¬

ware, is the ordering of the measurement, the synchronisation and

triggering of the data acquisition.
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6.7 Synchronisation and Triggering Concepts

A general problem in instrumentation is the synchronisation of sev¬

eral measuring devices to a common trigger or timing event. The

boards of National Instrument have an internal RTSI-Bus, and they
are connected through a ribbon cable. One board is used as master.

It receives the external trigger signal and sends it through the RTSI

bus to the second board (slave). This allows the synchronisation of

several boards. The developed software provides three possibilities
of triggering a measurement:

• The measurement begins only if the rotor is very close to the

stator. This has the advantage that when starting the measure¬

ments immediately before any impact, the initial conditions

can be acquired.

• The second possibility is to trigger the measurement when the

impacts occurs.

• Finally, the measurement can also be started at any desired

moment. This method can be used to start the measurement

simultaneously with the shut-down of the AMBs. It was the

most frequently used method of triggering the data acquisition.
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Chapter 7

Measurement Analysis

From the dynamic analysis and the experience with the simulation

presented in the previous chapters, a measurement concept was de¬

veloped to test and verify the models used.

In this chapter, the results of the measurements will be shown

together with an analysis. The behaviour of the rotor, in contact

with its retainer bearings, changes with the type of bearing used.

Different types of retainer bearings will therefore be considered.

Firstly, results will be presented that come from the use of rigid

rings made of different materials: graphite, beryllium bronze, bronze

and nylon. Measurements are analysed with respect to the rotor's

motion, its velocity, the acting forces and the power loss.

The results using ball bearings are then presented. The rotor's

motion, and the motion of the inner ring and the ball cage are

analysed.
In the section 7.4, the measurements of the contact force are

shown and validated. From this, parameters of the dynamics, such

as the coefficient of restitution, are estimated. The physical meaning
of the results will also be discussed.

7.1 Possible Types of Motion

The dynamic interaction behaviour between a rotor and its retainer

bearings can exhibit different types of motion. These motion types
are dependent on the initial conditions and parameters such as the
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coefficient of friction. The initial conditions, however, are dependent
on the type of the failure of the AMB system.

After a failure in a horizontally assembled system, the rotor en¬

ters into a transient series of impacts, and can enter whirl motion

or oscillate at the bottom of the bearing, as shown in chapter 4. In

our test rig, a commonly obtained result was whirl motion, but the

other possibility (i.e. the rotor stays at the bottom of the bearing

approaching the oscillatory behaviour of a pendulum) has also been

observed. The latter behaviour will be demonstrated first in the

following section.

7.1.1 Oscillatory Motions

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show oscillatory motions of the rotor at the

bottom of the bearing. In figure 7.1 the rotor contacts the bearing
at a rotational speed of 3000 rpm. In figure 7.2, touch down occurs

at a speed of 25000 rpm. For these two experiments, rigid stators

made of bronze were placed at both sides of the assembly.
In both cases the rotor stays at the bottom and the spin velocity

decreases due to the frictional braking torques. Simultaneously,
the frictional force acts in a direction opposite to the clockwise spin

motion which, together with the acceleration due to gravity leads to

an oscillatory motion at the bottom right hand side of the bearing.
This oscillatory motion was expected from the simulation with the

planar model, and the rotor's behaviour is comparable to the one

predicted in figure 4.9. This oscillatory frequency depends on the

coefficient of friction and the initial conditions, and it is practically

independent of the high spin velocity of the rotor.

Using the initial condition shown in figure 7.1, (i.e. free-fall of

the rotor from the middle of the retainer bearing) the rotor, in

most cases, begins to oscillate as a pendulum. There are two main

reasons, however, that cause the rotor to whirl. During the time

that the rotor stays at the bottom of the bearing, various frequencies
of the test rig (housing, foundation) are excited. This results in the

rotor bouncing left and right in the bearing until it achieves enough
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kinetic energy to enter into whirl motion. An another reason for

whirl motion in this case is that, depending on the material of the

bearing, wear can occur during the interaction. This increases the

value of the coefficient of friction, which causes the rotor to whirl.

Air gap

Initial position
of the rotor

Trajectory of the

centre of the rotor

Clearance of the

Retainer bearing

Figure 7.1: Oscillatory motion

Figure 7.2: Oscillatory motion
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Considering the initial condition of figure 4.8, (i.e. free-fall of

the rotor spinning clockwise, onto the left hand side of the retainer

bearing), the rotor nearly always enters a state of whirl motion.

During the experiments with our experimental apparatus, whirl

motion was the most commonly obtained, and it is reported next.

7.1.2 Whirl Motion

In order to understand whirling motion and the complex exchange
of energy during this motion, experiments have been carried out

using a steel rotor at different speeds and stators made of different

materials and stiffness.

At one side of the rotor, a rigid retainer bearing is used and

at the other side the force sensing device has been placed. The

experiment was started by shutting down both magnetic bearings
and the motor drive, while the rotor speed was 24000 rpm.

For a better understanding of all phases of motion, such as free

fall, impact and whirling motion, the results are plotted in a se¬

quence of figures.

Figure 7.3 shows typical whirling motion of the rotor. The rotor

undergoes a very short series of impacts with free fall motions in

between and it establishes whirling motion within 0.2 sec. The

various phases of the motion will be detailed subsequently. The

labels (phase 2 and phase 3) in the figure 7.3 will be explained in

the following section.

Figure 7.4 shows the initial free fall phase and a series of impacts

until 0.1 sec.

Figure 7.5 pictures a pre whirling stage between 0.2 and 0.3 sec,

which finally turns into whirling motion. At 0.23 s the rotor makes

permanent contact with the stator. After the first revolution, the

whirling velocity of the rotor is 9 = 95 Hz. After five revolutions,
the rotor accelerates in about 0.03 seconds up to the final whirl

velocity 6 = 190 Hz.

Figure 7.6 shows the velocities of the spin and whirl motions of

the rotor at different times and for different time scale resolutions.
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It should be noted that the spin velocity of the rotor is rapidly

decreasing due to the frictional braking torques, and that the spin

motion stops abruptly at about 0.75 s. It also should be noted,

that at time t = 0.7 s, shortly before the end of the run down of

the rotor, it achieves the rolling kinematic condition.

After this point (compare figure 7.1 and 7.6), the rotor partially

loses contact with its stator. This motion ends when both the spin

and whirl energies of the rotor reach zero. The rotor continues to

whirl until t = 0 85 s.

Figure 7.3: Whirling motion

Figure 7.4: Trajectory of free fall motion
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Initial Time= 0.2 s, Final Time= 0.3 s

Time/s

Figure 7.5: Pre-whirl motion, trajectory of the rotor and time

history of the displacement in x-direction

5

$

_L

Spin Velocity

^Beginning
of Phase 3

0.55 Time/s 0.62 0.55 Times/s

Figure 7.6: Pulses for indicating the spin velocity and

displacements of the rotor in the x-direction indicating the whirl

motion at different times and for different time scale resolutions
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7.2 Interaction between a Rotor and a Rigid

Ring

The measurements acquired during the experiments, are stored on

a SUN computer and post processed using a MATLAB program.

With these data, the spin and the whirl velocity can be obtained

by differentiating the positions with respect to time. Thus, the

time behaviour of various variables such as the energy losses, can

be derived using the model of chapter 4.1.6.

In this section we will present the dynamic interaction of a ro¬

tor with a rigid retainer bearing made of different materials. This

includes the analysis of velocities, forces and power losses. We will

then present results of the behaviour of a rotor whirling in an elas¬

tically suspended bronze ring. The results will improve the under¬

standing of dynamical contact events of the change in the whirl

velocity, if the rotor interacts with an elastically suspended ring.

7.2.1 Stator made of Graphite Ring

A rigid carbon graphite ring was placed at each side of the assem¬

bly. The test procedure consisted of shutting down both magnetic

bearings and the motor drive, at a rotor speed of 21000 rpm. As an

initial condition, free fall of the rotor was chosen, as shown in figure
4.8. According to the simulation the rotor quickly enters a state of

whirl motion. The rotor undergoes the same dynamical procedure
as shown before: free fall, impact and whirl motion. The time be¬

haviour of various relevant variables is shown in figure 7.7. In these

figures, the kinematic variables cp and 9 for spin and whirl velocity
have been measured. The other terms of interest have been derived

from the model of chapter 4.1.6; in particular, the energy of the

spinning rotor iEspin) from equ. 4.16, the power loss (PSpm) of the

spinning rotor due to friction from equ. 4.21, the energy built up

in the whirl motion iEwhiri) from equ. 4.15, and finally the normal

force iFcyi) arising in a cylindrical whirl motion from equ. 4.13.

Impacts before whirl motion occurs, will not be analysed in this
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chapter. To explain the measurements, the whirl motion can be

considered to be divided into three phases. The three distinctly
different phases are shown in figure 7.7 (graph of Ewhtri vs. time),
and they can be recognized in Fig. 7.3 as well. They can be classified

in the following way:

• Phase 1 begins at a time when the rotor makes permanent con¬

tact with the stator and ends when it reaches the first elastic

eigenfrequency of the rotor, supported at both ends. From here

we will refer to this eigenfrequency as the first coupled eigen¬

frequency (0ci). The analysis on the rotors eigenfrequencies
has been performed in chapter 5.3.

• Phase 2 represents the whirling motion itself.

• Phase 3 begins at a time when the rotor achieves the rolling
condition. After this point, the rotor partially loses contact

with its stator. This motion ends when both the spin and whirl

energies of the rotor reach zero. During the rolling motion,

we can not note the spin of the rotor, because of the limited

measurement precision.

After permanent contact, the whirl velocity accelerates quickly

up to a frequency 9C\ = 270 Hz. This frequency is a first coupled

eigenfrequency and can be explained by the elastic coupling between

the rotor eigenfrequency and the eigenfrequency of the stator. This

physical behaviour of a rotor touching an elastically supported sta¬

tor was predicted by [BLCK 68], and observed by [LING 90].
In chapter 5.3, the first elastic rigid-rigid eigenfrequency of the

rotor (fjri — 696 Hz) was estimated. In this case the support is rigid
and the eigenfrequency (f?rl) can be seen as the maximal value for

the first "coupled" eigenfrequency (f)ri = 0maxci) that the rotor can

achieve.

During phase 1 of the motion, the spin velocity of the rotor is

reduced by frictional forces from <p = 350 Hz to 320 Hz. This

phase can be described by the equations of motion for the planar
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model of chapter 4. The coefficient of friction p = 0.14 between the

steel rotor and graphite ring can be determined from equation 4.18

together with the measurements on the kinematics.

The power loss can be calculated from equation 4.21, and achieves

a maximum value of Pspm = 8.0 kW.

If a rotor entered a state of whirl motion, as in our case, it

was always a cylindrical whirl motion. Consequently, the maximum

cylindrical force can be estimated based on that kind of motion(equ.
4.13). The normal cylindrical force reaches a value of Fcyi — 3.6 kN.

An interesting aspect to be analysed, is the transfer of energy

between the bodies. In both phases, part of the spin energy is

introduced into the whirl motion, and another part is lost in the

form of heat due to the frictional forces. By the end of phase one,

the spin energy of the rotor is Espm = 1.4 kJ.

In order that the rotor establishes a circular motion, it is nec¬

essary to input a certain amount of kinetic energy into the whirl

motion. This kinetic energy must at least be equal to the poten¬
tial energy at the highest position of the bearing. For magnetic

bearings the air gap is very small and consequently the potential

energy is also small. In this experiment, the rotor entered a state of

cylindrical motion with only Ewrliri = 0.2 J of kinetic energy and it

obtained a maximal value of about 0.54 J. This means for practical

approximations, the power and the energy transformed into heat

corresponds to the loss in spin energy Espm and the loss in spin

power Pspin.
During the second phase, the whirl velocity tends to the second

coupled eigenfrequency f)C2, it increases only slightly and linearly,

depending on the energy dissipated by the vibrating stator and at

the contact. This mechanism, where a rather large energy dissi¬

pation is assumed by the damped vibrations of the stator on its

foundation has not yet been investigated and will be a point of fur¬

ther research. It is well known that a similar "locking" phenomenon
can occur when an elastic rotor passes a critical bending speed. It

is caused by a balancing of energy which, on one hand, is supplied
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by the rotor through the frictional mechanism and which, on the

other hand, is used to maintain and further build up the whirl.

Depending on the material of the rotor and stator, the whirl

acceleration 9 has different values, i.e. this acceleration depends on

the energy transfer to the whirl motion, and this energy appears to

be an empirical value. The power of the whirl motion in this phase
can no longer therefore be written as in equation 4.22.

The rotor whirls in the second phase near its eigenfrequency Q&.

Because the stator was tightly fixed on the foundation, we may

assume that its vibration is very small compared to the air-gap pQ.

Therefore the normal force can be described by equ. (4.13).
Phase 3 begins when the spin of the rotor reaches the kinematic

rolling-frequency (equation 4.1). At this point the whirl velocity is

9whiri — 300 Hz, and the spin velocity cp = 9 Hz.

From figure 7.7 it can be seen that after this transition, an enor¬

mous change in the whirl velocity 9wrari occurs. This transition to

the rolling condition, can be seen more clearly in figure 7.6.

Comparing figures 7.3 and 7.6 we can make the following as¬

sumption:

• After the kinematic rolling frequency is attained, there is a high

change in the contact force, and the rotor continues to whirl

with low contact pressure on the stator. This continues until

the rotor looses the spin and the whirl energy.

7.2.2 Stator made of Beryllium Bronze

A rigid beryllium bronze ring was placed at each side of the assem¬

bly. The test procedure consisted of shutting down both magnetic

bearings and motor drive, at a rotor speed of 28000 rpm. The time

behaviour of the various variables is shown in figure 7.8.

The rotor makes permanent contact with the stator after 0.1 s

and develops a whirl motion. Again we can distinguish two separate

phases of motion. In the first phase, the rotor accelerates up to the

first coupled frequency of 9C\ = 280 Hz. That this frequency is
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higher than that obtained using carbon graphite reflects the fact

that beryllium bronze is stiffer than the graphite material.

In the second phase an interesting phenomenon occurs, which is

attributed to wear. The spin velocity shows two phases of decay,
one in the interval from 0.1 s to 0.18 s, the other from 0.18 s to 0.2 s.

These regions represent different values of the coefficient of friction

(Figure 7.8, E^n vs. time). If we analyse equation (4.18) again, a

coefficient of friction of p, = 0.22 for the phase 2a, and p, = 0.44 for

the phase 2b can be found.

For t > 0.18 s, increased wear between the rotor and the beryl¬
lium bronze was assumed. After the experiment, traces of wear

could be seen on the beryllium ring very distinctly. No damage
was found on the rotor

.
Due to this wear there is a higher energy

transfer to the whirl motion, and consequently the whirl velocity
increases drastically.

During the second phase the acceleration of the whirl motion in

the phase 2a was 9 = (3\ = 7100 rad/s2. This corresponds to a power

of Pwhiri — 4.10 W. After wear, this power reached a peak value of

Pwhiri — 100 W, and the whirl acceleration was 9 — B2 = 89000

rad/s2 (phase 2b).
The whirl velocity now achieves a peak value of 9 = 800 Hz, re¬

sulting in a normal force of Fcyi = 25.0 kN. The spin velocity reaches

zero in only 0.1 s. The power loss in phase 2a was Pspin = 20 kW.

Due to wear between the materials, the power loss achieves a peak
value of Psjnn = 45 kW in the phase 2b. It should be noted, that the

sudden braking of the rotor and the violent whirl are accompanied

by an impressive rattling and rumbling noise at the test stand.

Phase 3 begins when the spin of the rotor reaches a whirl velocity
of 8 = 800 Hz, and a spin velocity <p = 24 Hz.

7.2.3 Stator made of an elastically suspended Bronze Ring

At one side of the assembly, a rigid bronze ring was placed, and at

the other side we placed a force sensing device, i.e., an elastically

suspended bronze ring. The test consisted of shutting down both
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magnetic bearings and the motor drive, when the rotor speed was

24000 rpm. This shutting down process was carried out with the

left and right magnetic bearings. The time behaviour of the various

variables is shown in figure 7.9.

A sudden change in the behaviour occurs at about 0.2 s. At this

time, the rotor makes permanent contact with the stator and the

rotor accelerates to a frequency of 9ci = 190 Hz.

This first coupled eigenfrequency 9C\ can be again explained by
the elastic coupling between the rotor eigenfrequency and the trans¬

lation eigenfrequency of the elastically suspended contact ring of

about 300 Hz (chapter 6.1.4).
During phase one, the normal cylindrical force reaches a value

of Fcyi — 1-4 kN, and the power loss an estimated maximum of

Pspin = 7.0 kW.

During the second phase, the whirl motion attains a constant

power of Pwhiri = 0.325 W, thus the whirl acceleration is B = 785

rad/s2. The estimated coefficient of friction was p — 0.21. The con¬

tact forces during that phase have not yet been measured, and they
cannot be derived from equ.(4.13) as the rotor displacement may

be different from the air-gap pg taking into account the additional

displacement of the elastic suspension. Further research, in a sepa¬

rate project, will be done in order to clarify this coupled motion of

the stator and the rotor.

Phase 3 begins when the spin of the rotor reaches a whirl velocity
of 9 = 240 Hz, and the spin velocity <£ = 7 Hz. In this experiment

the duration of the interaction was about 0.4 s.

7.2.4 Stator made of a Nylon Ring

A rigid nylon ring was placed at both sides of the assembly. The

nylon material (Nylube 010), was developed by Nylacast, in the UK.

It is highly wear resistant.

The test consisted of shutting down both magnetic bearings and

the motor drive while the rotor speed was 18000 rpm. The time

behaviour of various variables is shown in figure 7.10. The estimated
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parameters are summarised in Table 7.1.

The rotor makes permanent contact with the stator and the rotor

accelerates to the first coupled frequency of 9C\ = 240 Hz.

During whirl motion, the normal cylindrical force reaches a value

of Fcyi = 2.3 kN, and the power loss an estimated maximum of

Pspm = 3.2 kW.

The identified coefficient of friction was p = 0.085. Since the

coefficient of friction was very small, a change in the whirl velocity

during the interaction in this experiment was not observed.

7.2.5 Summary

Table 7.1 summarises the results of the interaction of the rotor with

various bearings, and some comparisons with the model will be

carried out.

Comparing the power loss that occurs, when the rotor interacts

with a stator made of carbon graphite, with that which occurs dur¬

ing the interaction with beryllium bronze in the phase 2a, we can

conclude that the power loss in the second case is about 2.5 times

higher than in the first case, whereas, the whirl acceleration is in¬

creased by a factor of 12.

Depending on the material of the rotor and the stator, the whirl

acceleration 8 = B has different values, i.e. this acceleration de¬

pends on the energy transferred to the whirl motion. Comparing
the average power iAEwh%rilAt), that is transmitted when the rotor

interacts with a stator made of carbon graphite during the second

phase (Fig. 7.7, graph of Ewuh vs. time), with that which occurs

during the interaction with beryllium bronze in the phase 2a (Fig.
7.8, graph of Ewhtri vs. time), it can be concluded that the average

power of the whirl motion in the second case is about 10 times that

in the first case.

The normal force and the coefficient of friction during the interac¬

tion of the rotor with beryllium bronze in phase 2a, is approximately
two times larger than when the rotor interacts with a stator made of

carbon graphite during phase 2. Comparing the first case with the
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second case, the frictional force is approximately four times larger.
The energy transferred to the whirl motion, therefore, appears

to be an empirical value dependent upon the microstructure of the

materials.

From our results we note that an understanding of the energy

transfer between the materials could result in a generalised wear

theory. This could be a topic for future research.

From the above results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- In our experimental apparatus the whirl motion was always

cylindrical.

- During phase 1 of the whirl motion, the equations of motion

can be described by our planar model. In this phase, the whirl

velocity increases until it locks to the first coupled eigenfre¬

quency of the rotor {9Whiri — 9a).

- After the first coupled eigenfrequency of the rotor 9ci is reached,

i.e., phase 2 of the whirl motion, the whirl velocity increases

only due to the energy transfer to the whirl motion. We assume

that the rotor aims to reach its second coupled eigenfrequency
9ci, but actually it does not reach it, as its energy is already

being consumed due to frictional losses, and the rotor achieves

the kinematic rolling condition. The rolling condition is only
the beginning of phase 3.

In phase 2, after analysing equation 4.18, the coefficient of fric¬

tion was determined and verified in equation 4.21. The energy

transfer into the whirl motion has, in one experiment, dete¬

riorated the original frictional and wear conditions, an effect

which is not covered by Coulomb's law, and appears difficult

to model.

- If such a low transfer of energy to the whirl motion is expected,

as occurs in the interaction of the rotor with graphite and ny¬

lon stators, the whirl velocity can be approximated as the first
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coupled eigenfrequency of the rotor {9w„ah — 9d), and the cen¬

trifugal force can be estimated.

- If however the energy transfer to the whirl motion is high, as

occurs in the interaction of the rotor with beryllium bronze,

the whirl velocity can increase drastically. In this case it is

still difficult to estimate the maximum centrifugal forces, as

additional vibrations and displacements of the stator or the

foundations will have to be taken into account.

- Phase 3 begins at the time when the rotor achieves the rolling
condition. After this point, the rotor partially loses contact

with its stator. This motion ends when both the spin and

whirl energies of the rotor reach zero.

- If the retainer bearing is supported by an elastically suspended

stator, the first coupled eigenfrequency (r)ci) is smaller than the

first elastic rigid-rigid eigenfrequency (f?ci < 9r\). The whirl

locks onto this coupled eigenfrequency, and the whirl velocity
remains small. Consequently, the resulting centrifugal forces

remain equally small. However, the soft suspension causes an

undesirably large deformation amplitude of the rotor/bearing
system. Therefore, a design compromise between the objectives
on force and deformation is required. The latter must be small

enough to ensure that the rotor doesn't touch other parts of

the assembly.

- A future wear model has to take into account the energy trans¬

fer to the whirl motion. Wear strongly depends on the mi-

crostructures of the contacting materials.
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7.3 Interaction between a Rotor and a Ball Bear¬

ing

At present, the most common retainer bearings in magnetic levi¬

tated machinery with rotating parts are ball bearings.
After contact of the shaft with the ball bearings, we can assume

that there is a sliding motion between the rotor and the inner race,

and at the same time a possible sliding motion between the balls and

races. This can generate local hot spots and damage the bearings.
The bearings, after a touch-down, are accelerated in a very short

time up to the rotor velocity [DELL 88]. During this interaction, the

high acceleration of the balls can cause the bearing to fail. After the

acceleration phase the relative velocity between the parts is virtually

zero, and there is no longer any considerable energy transfer within

the system.

A dynamical model for the ball bearings as retainer bearings
seems to be very complex. The aim of the ball bearing measure¬

ments, therefore, is to identify the sliding-rolling dynamical be¬

haviour between these parts. This will give some preliminary in¬

formation for the choice of an appropriate model, and a possible
method for understanding the phenomenon. Furthermore, the re¬

sults can be compared with the retainer bearings as a rigid ring.
In order to quantify the sliding-rolling motion between the parts,

two optical sensors measure the revolution of the ball-cage and the

revolution of the inner ring (see chapter 6).
The tested bearing was a commercially available single row deep

groove ball bearing made by SKF (SKF 6004). It is a grease bearing
with an outer diameter of 42 mm, an inner diameter of 20 mm, and

has a limit speed of 12000 rpm as specified by the manufacturer.

The air gap between the rotor and the bearing is 0.3 mm.

7.3.1 Ball Bearings - Oscillatory Motion

Primarily, the behaviour of the rotor within its ball bearings is pre¬

sented. We shut down the system at different rotational velocities
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of the shaft.

Figure 7.11 shows the motion of the rotor spinning at 16000 rpm,

after a shut down of both magnetic bearings. In this experiment
we observed, that the rotor always stayed at the bottom of the

bearing. The oscillatory motion of figure 7.11 compares well with

the oscillatory motion in figure 7.1.

In order to quantify the amount of sliding and rolling between

the different parts of the ball bearing, the revolution of the balls

together with the cage and the revolution of the inner race are

shown in figure 7.12. Dividing the revolution of the cage by that of

the inner race we obtain a factor. If this factor is constant during
most of the time, there is a rolling motion between the parts.

To gain a better understanding of the dynamical behaviour dur¬

ing interaction, the results can be divided into two separate parts.
These are the results for t < Ts, and for Ts < t < Tr, as shown in

figure 7.12.

Firstly, the frictional force accelerates the inner race almost syn¬

chronously with the cage up to a time Ts. For this experiment,
shown in figure 7.12, this time is Ts — 0.08 s. During this first

time interval the inner race and the ball cage rotate through ap¬

proximately two revolutions each, (the rotor itself rotates about 21

times). The rotor spin speed reduces during that time as well, be¬

cause it is the rotor energy which is transferred to the ball bearing
rotation. Because the factor between the revolutions is not constant

during the time interval t = 0 to Ts, we can conclude that there is a

relative velocity between the inner race and the balls, and obviously
a relative velocity between the rotor and the inner race. After time

Ts, a rolling motion between the bearing's parts takes place, and

they are accelerated very quickly up to the rotor velocity at time

Tr = 0.16 s, but there is still sliding motion between the rotor and

the inner race.

Figure 7.13 shows the velocities of the cage and of the inner race,

where the time Tr is recognised more clearly. The time Tr can be

defined as the time for the parts to achieve the rotor velocity. After
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the time Tr there is no longer any relative velocity between the rotor

and the inner bearing race.

For a retainer bearing as ball bearing, the estimation of the time

Tr is very important. During this time there is relative motion

between the rotor and the race, and therefore the rotor loses a great
deal of energy.

Retainer bearings made of ball bearings or sliding bearings, whose

inner races reach the velocity of the rotor quickly, reduce the power

loss during interaction, because the relative velocity becomes zero.

From figure 7.13, we can conclude that the race is accelerated at

a constant rate of arace — 10500 rad/s2.
During the test procedure for this bearing, i.e., shutting down of

the rotor at different rotational velocities, and letting it drop from

the center of the bearing, we always noticed an oscillatory motion of

the rotor. In figure 7.14 the measured acceleration time Tr versus

different rotor velocities immediately before the shut-down of the

AMBs is plotted. A linear relationship is obtained. From this, we

conclude that if the rotor stays at the bottom of the bearing the

race is accelerated by a constant frictional force.

Figure 7.11: Motion in ball bearings
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Energy Approach on the Ball Bearing

If the rotor develops an oscillatory motion at the bottom of the ball

bearing, the frictional forces, driving the inner bearing race can be

estimated as well as the energy transfer between the rotor and the

bearing.

For a first approximation of the energy transfer to the bearing

components, we can consider the bearing as shown in figure 7.15.

The inner race has a rotational inertia Irace, and the ball cage is

considered as a ring with a rotational inertia Ibaii.

During our experiment the rotor was dropped with a spin velocity
of approximately 16000 rpm. After Tr = 0.16 s the inner race almost

reached the rotor spin nrace = 16000 rpm, and the ball cage reached

the rotational velocity of ribaii = 8000 rpm. (see Figure 7.13).
Up to Tr = 0.16 s, the rotor itself rotated about 42,7 times

i<p = 268 rad). The energy dissipated by the frictional force Fr

acting on the rotor with the radius r could therefore be calculated

as dE = FT r dcp.
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Rotor

Ball Cage with Balls

Inner Race

Figuie 7 15 Ball bearing assembly

The frictional force as a function of the gravitational force for

one of the two bearings is Fr = pmg/2 The mass of the rotor is

to = 3 36 kg, the radius of the rotor is r — 0 01 m, and assuming

the coefficient of friction to be p = 0 15, the energy dissipated by
the rotor is E = 6 62 J, which coiresponds to a lotor power loss of

PS]nn ~ 41 4 W

The inner bearing race (SK6004) has a rotational inertia of ITace =

1 07 10~6 kgm2, and for a maximal rotational velocity of the race

nrace = 16000 rpm, the energy Erace = Irace (27rn,ace/60)2/2 = 15

J is stored in the race This energy is accumulated during the time

Tr = 0 16 s, which represents an average power transmission of

Prace = 9 4 W

The ball-cage (SK6004) has a rotational inertia of Ibau = 2 34

10~6 kgm2, and for a maximal rotational velocity of the ball cage

ribaii = 8000 rpm, the energy EbaU = 7M,(27rn6n„/60)2/2 = 0 82 I

is stored in the ball cage This energy is accumulated during the

time Tr = 0 16 s, which represents an average power transmission

of PbaU = 5 0 W

The power loss dissipated into heat can be calculated as

*heai = *spin *race *ball {' 1)

which is approximately P)mat = 27 W
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7.3.2 Ball Bearings - Whirl Motion

For our experimental apparatus, using the ball bearing (SKF 6004),
we have always obtained oscillatory motion of the rotor at the bot¬

tom of the bearing, when it drops from the center of the bearing.
In order to excite the rotor into whirl motion, some experiments

have been carried out. In our experimental apparatus, i.e., a hori¬

zontal assembly, it was difficult to excite the rotor into whirl motion,

although we tried different initial conditions.

During a whirl motion of the rotor within its ball bearings, we

should also expect that the whirl velocity of the rotor is close to

one of its rigid-rigid eigenfrequencies. This could not be observed

in clarity, however.

We suspect, at least for small velocities of the rotor, that the

elasticity of the inner race which may even be velocity depending,

changes the final whirl velocity, i.e., the whirl velocity of the rotor

probably locks onto a frequency lower than the rigid-rigid eigenfre¬

quency of the rotor. In order to find the exact relationship, mea¬

surements using ball bearings of different dimensions and material

should be carried out. This could be a future research directive.

7.3.3 Summary

In our experimental apparatus (a horizontal assembly using ball

bearings as retainer bearing), the rotor always stayed at the bottom

of the bearing, if the rotor was dropped from the center of the

bearing.
From the trajectories of the ball cage and the inner race, the

sliding- rolling phase between the parts could be observed. It shows

that designing a model for the dynamics of ball bearings can be very

complex, because the system is highly nonlinear, and an analytical
solution might be very difficult to find.

Considering a ball bearing as retainer bearing, we should be able

to estimate the time Tr, which is the time for the parts to achieve the

rotor velocity. During this time there is a relative motion between
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the rotor and inner race, and a high power dissipation of the rotor

occurs. This can generate a local hot spot of the ball bearing and

race, which could brake the motion of the bearings.
Retainer bearings made of ball bearings contribute, because the

inner race achieves very quickly the velocity of the rotor, to dimin¬

ishing the power dissipation of the rotor during interaction, and

that is an advantage compared to the rigid retainer rings.
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7.4 Measurement of Contact Force

In chapter 4, a contact force model based on a nonlinear stiffness

and damping relationship has been chosen. It takes into account

the energy loss during impact, and accommodates some physical
constraints in the initial and end phases of the impact, which is an

advantage over the linear model.

In this section we present the measurement of the contact force.

The objective is to verify the principle of the contact force measure¬

ment and estimate the parameters of the contact force model, such

as the local stiffness.

For the analysis of the contact force, only the force in the ver¬

tical direction will be taken into account. The calibration and the

measurement will therefore be shown with the response of the ac-

celerometer placed in the vertical direction on the measurement

device.

7.4.1 Calibration

The first step in measuring the contact force is the calibration of the

force sensing device. Figure 7.16 shows the results of the calibration

procedure.
As already pointed out in section 6.1.3, the calibration is car¬

ried out with a defined impulse force fc(t), applied with a modal

hammer, and the measurement of the response of the accelerometer

ac(t). The impulse force /c(i) of the hammer has a maximum value

of Fo = 630 N, and the time during the impulse is Tc — 0.3 ms. The

spectrum of the contact force signal is shown in figure 7.16. Most of

the signal energy is contained within a frequency range limited by
the excitation frequency fc = (1/TC). The excitation range is about

fc S 3.0 kHz.

The response of the measurement device ac(t) to the modal ham¬

mer excitation is plotted in the time domain.
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Figure 7.16: Calibration of the force sensing device
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The spectrum of the acceleration Aciw) shows the influence of

the different modes of the device. The first translational mode has a

frequency of about 300 Hz. The modes up to 10 kHz are the elastic

modes of the contact ring. This means that the small amount of

energy introduced by the hammer into the higher modes is enough

to calibrate them. Our modal hammer, therefore, was able to excite

vibrations up to 20 kHz.

The sample rate of each signal is 60 kHz. The data have been

stored on a PC, and processed with MATLAB.

The transfer function Gc(iu) is obtained dividing the output sig¬

nal by the input signal Gc(u>) = Adw)/Fciw).
The transfer function of the device shows a wide linear region up

to 10 kHz.

7.4.2 Measurement Procedure

The measurement procedure to determine the contact force can be

explained with the aid of figure 7.17.

radial magnetic bearings

kliiilllll»//f7f^v

"TaiiifezzES

FT!

\ contact ring

contact time sensor

m

w=
J7777777

rigid ring

Figure 7.17: Magnetic bearing assembly and corresponding

schematic

The contact ring, i.e. the force sensing device and the contact

time sensor, are placed on the left hand side of the apparatus. Dur¬

ing the measurements, the acceleration of the ring am(f), and the

time Tc during contact will be measured. The sample rate for the

experiments is the same as that for the calibration, i.e. 60 kHz.
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Using magnetic bearings, different initial conditions of the rotor

contacting the retainer bearings can be generated. Shut-down is

actuated with only the magnetic bearing on the left hand side of

the assembly. On the right hand side we maintain the hovering
control of the magnetic bearing, so that the rotor falls like a pivotal
hammer into the contact ring. The rotor can be considered, with

reasonable accuracy, to be a rigid body having an equivalent mass

me. This rotor impacts the stator with a velocity Vt, the period of

time for the contact, the contact time, is Tc.

7.4.3 Contact Force

Figure 7.18 shows the measured rotor trajectory for the free fall of

the rotor at <p = 3000 rpm, and the first two impacts.

Figure 7.18: Trajectory of the rotor as it drops vertically and its

first two impacts

In figure 7.19 the measured acceleration, the contact time and

the resulting force can be seen. The measured contact time Tc and

the acceleration am(i) are shown together. We note two distinct

impacts in a very short time interval.

The spectrum of the acceleration Amiw) shows the same modes

when comparing this with the spectrum of the acceleration Aciw)
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shown in figure 7.16. The translational mode of the device, and the

wide linear range nearly up to 10 kHz can be observed.

To calculate the contact force we must first obtain the force in

the frequency domain. Taking the well known transfer function

of the device Gc(u»)(see also figure 7.16), and the spectrum of the

measured acceleration Am{w), the force in the frequency domain

Fm(w) is calculated from Fm(w) = Gciw)\Amiw) by elementwise

division. The inverse Fourier transform iifft) of this force Fm(w)
gives the contact force in the time domain fm(t)-

In order to obtain good results from the inverse transform, the

measured acceleration am(t) should only be considered during the

contact time Tc. The contact time during the first impact is Tc —

0.76 ms. The signal being sampled at a rate of 60 kHz, the number

of points sampled during this contact time is about N — 45 points.
The same number of correlated data points should be recorded from

the hammer impulse force fc(t) and its response ac(t), to calculate

the transfer function, and then the force in the time domain.

The results of the contact force measurement and its spectrum

are shown in figure 7.20. In figure 7.20a, the maximal value of

the obtained contact force is about Fo = 120 N in the vertical

direction, during the contact time Tc = 0.76 ms. The peaks within

the actual signal, stem from the measurement device's high elastic

modes. To eliminate these peaks, we have subjected the signal
to digital filtering, which removes all frequency components higher
than 3 kHz, as shown in figure 7.20b. This frequency is higher than

the excitation frequency (fc = 1/TC ~ 1.3 kHz). After filtering, the

maximal value of the obtained contact force is about Fo = 100 N.

By filtering, the maximal value of the contact force has therefore

lost about 17% of its previous value, and it assumes a shape that is

similar to that of the force used for calibration.

These results show that the principle used for measuring contact

forces gives reasonable results.
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7.4.4 Estimation of the Contact Model

With the result of the measured contact time and the measured con¬

tact force in the vertical direction, numerical simulation is carried

out, in order to identify the parameters of the contact model.

From the measurement we obtain the following data:

Contact time: 0.76 ms

Max. Contact Force in Vertical Direction: 120 N

Impact Velocity (determined from the

initial position): 0.06 m/s

The restitution coefficient, derived from a drop test is estimated

to s « 0.7. From equ. (4.33) the damping parameter a follows as

a « 5.

As stated in section 4.2.4, the analytical derivation from which

follows A = 3/2ak, holds under the assumption 2aVi 3> iaVi)2.
As can be seen from the experimental results, in our case this as¬

sumption is reasonable, and therefore the impact model proposed

by Hunt and Crossley can be used.

The impact model is described by equation 4.38, and we split up
the contact force (equ. 4.39) into its restoring part iFne) and its

damping part (Fnd).

Fn= Fne+Fnd= kxs/2+^akx3/2x (7.2)

To calculate an appropriate value for k we have to use numerical

methods.

Given the experimental results shown above, the stiffness param¬

eter k, and the impact mass me, are simultaneously changed until

the calculated peak force equals the measured force of 120 N and

the resulting contact time corresponds the measured 0.76 ms.

The local stiffness obtained is about k =2.4xl09 N/m3/2, and the

equivalent mass is about me = 0.45 kg.

Figure 7.21 shows the results of the numerical simulation. In

the first subfigure, we see the elastic force exerted on the impacting
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body. The second subpicture shows the damping force. We note,

that the damping force is no longer negligible. Its peak value reaches

about 25% of the maximal value of the restoring force.

Figure 7.22 shows the nonlinear relation between the contact

force and the displacement, i.e. the hysteresis loop of the impact.

The shaded area corresponds to the energy loss during impact.
From the force measurement and identification process, we see

that the contact force in our case is mainly dependent on the local

stiffness at the contact point. The influence of the modal stiffness

of the contacting structures is negligible.
Given the fact that there is no method to calculate the whole

process of impact just by knowing the size, shape and material of the

impacting bodies, we have demonstrated a method for estimating

the parameters of the contact model. This method requires only
the peak contact force Fn, the coefficient of restitution e, and the

contact time Tc.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Summary

The tendency to build light and high speed rotors, to achieve a

high performance of the machine, increases the probability of an

interaction between rotor and its stator. This can cause the failure

of the machine or even its destruction.

By considering the interaction dynamics between a rotor and its

stator, this thesis has concentrated on two aspects. Firstly, the

understanding of the dynamics of rotors in retainer bearings, and

secondly, the measurement of the contact dynamics, this being pri¬

marily the rotor motion during the first impacts and the onset of

contact induced vibration.

In order to understand the performance of retainer bearings, we

initially assumed the existence of a permanent contact between a

rotor and its stator. A mechanical model, therefore, which exam¬

ines the cylindrical motion has been used. The model is a planar
model with two degrees of freedom to explain the whirl motion of

the rotor and the motion about the axis of the shaft. Analytical
and numerical solutions of the model have been carried out. With

this model, analysis of the forces, energy losses and the influence

of parameters such as the coefficient of friction on the dynamics
have also been examined. Furthermore, in the planar model, the

equations of free fall and impact were implemented.

To explain the local forces during impact, a contact model has
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been chosen to represent the contact of a spinning rotor to some

surface of its housing. It consists of a nonlinear spring/damper rep¬

resentation, which takes into account energy loss during impact, and

accommodates physical constraints in the initial and end phases of

the impact. The contact force is estimated using Hertz theory. The

motion of the rotor on the nonlinear spring-damper arrangement

during a half cycle of the vibroimpact was described.

In order to check and to verify the results of the dynamical anal¬

ysis of a rotor in contact with its housing, a test rig was built. It has

been carefully designed to allow us to measure all of the important

quantities during rotor stator interaction. The test rig consists of a

rigid rotor suspended in two radial and one axial magnetic bearing,
the rotor housing, several specially constructed contact bearings and
a data acquisition unit. The magnetic bearings are supporting the

rotor, and can be used to generate different initial conditions of rotor

stator interaction. The stator, i.e. in our case the retainer bearing,
consists of different materials such as bronze, carbon graphite, or

ball bearings.
With the development of a data acquisition system for extended

time measurements, we could acquire the data of a whirling motion.

The data are used for the analysis of forces and power losses during
this kind of motion.

The principal contribution of this work can be described as fol¬

lows:

- In our experimental apparatus the whirl motion was always

cylindrical. The measurements of the contact interaction be¬

tween the steel rotor and its stator show that the whirl velocity
increases until it locks to the first coupled eigenfrequency of the

rotor [8whiH — 8a), and it usually increases only slightly from

then on before, finally breaking down as a consequence of its en¬

ergy dissipation. If such a low transfer energy to the whirl mo¬

tion is to be expected, the whirl velocity can be approximated
as the first coupled eigenfrequency of the rotor i8wh%ri — 8a),
which is smaller than the first rigid-rigid eigenfrequency of the
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rotor (f)ci < 9ri).

- If the energy transfer to the whirl motion is high, the whirl

velocity can increase drastically. In this case it is still difficult

to estimate the maximum centrifugal forces.

- If the retainer bearing is suspended by an elastically supported

stator, the coupled eigenfrequencies are smaller than the first

elastic rigid-rigid eigenfrequency. The whirl locks to that cou¬

pled eigenfrequency, and the whirl velocity remains small. Con¬

sequently the resulting centrifugal force remains equally small.

However, the soft suspension results in an undesirable large
deformation amplitude of the rotor/bearing system. The vi¬

bration amplitude must be small enough to ensure that the

rotor doesn't touch other parts of the assembly.

- In our experimental apparatus, we have tested only a particu¬

lar ball bearing (SKF 6004). The rotor, in this configuration,

stayed at the bottom of the bearing. This represents a desired

scenario, because the forces are similar to the weight of the

rotor. Acceleration of the ball bearing during touch down has

been measured. The frictional force, driving that acceleration

was estimated, as well as the energy transfer between the rotor

and the bearing.

- Retainer bearings made of ball bearings diminish the power

dissipation of the rotor during interaction, because the inner

race achieves very quickly the velocity of the rotor, which is an

advantage compared to the rigid retainer rings.

- The results of the measurement of the contact force show that

the measurement principle for the contact force is sound, and

gives reasonable results.

- Based on the measured contact time, the measured contact

force, and the coefficient of restitution, numerical simulations

have been carried out, and the parameters of the nonlinear

contact model from [HUCR 75] have been determined.
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- The test apparatus, its hardware, software and measurement

concepts, have proved to be very useful tools to produce whirl

motion, and it can be used to test and analyse other materials.

8.2 Future Work

All of the experiments have been done with a horizontally assembled

system, and if the rotor entered into whirl, it was always a cylindri¬
cal motion. Experiments with a vertically assembled system should

be carried out. We suspect that the rotor undergoes nearly a conical

whirl motion, and the energy transfer will be of interest.

In order to formulate the power gain for whirl motion, the be¬

haviour of the velocity 8, or the whirl acceleration 8 — B should

be understood. As can be seen from the results however, the whirl

acceleration is highly dependent upon the combination between the

rotor and stator material. For future research the power gain might
be taken as a parameter for a generalised wear theory.

From the trajectories of the ball cage and the inner race, the

sliding- rolling phase between the parts could be observed. It shows

that designing a model for the dynamics of the ball bearings can

be very complex, because the system is highly nonlinear, and an

analytical solution might be very difficult to find. For the future

development of retainer bearings it would be important to find a

model for the ball bearings, which could be used to estimate the

whirl velocity.
We have demonstrated a first step towards analysing the parame¬

ters necessary for the chosen nonlinear contact model [HUCR 75],
as well as a principle for measuring contact force during impact. A

future research directive would be to investigate different configu¬

rations, since the parameters vary from case to case. This would

provide a basis for applying impact theory to specific engineering

applications.
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